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ABSTRACT 

THE CATALYTIC CRACKING OF CUMENE OVER SILICA-ALUMINA. 

A STUDY WITH STABLE AND RADIOACTIVE TRACER COMPOUNDS. 

by 

Alejandro Jose Azuaj e-Fernandez 

The catalytic cracking of cumene (iso-propyl benzene) over a silica- 

alumina catalyst (Houdry M-46) has been studied using the pulse tech¬ 

nique in a microcatalytic reactor. The initial deactivation of the cata¬ 

lyst was found to follow an empirical first order equation with respect 

to the initial activity towards the formation of products. Cumene is 

given as the precursor of the coke formed at the surface of the catalyst. 

As in (18) the deactivation is thought to proceed by a Hinshelwood mech¬ 

anism in which two sites are lost in every deactivating event or adsorp¬ 

tion of the poison on two sites. The rate of the cracking reaction is 

described by a first order equation in reactant cumene and is proposed 

to follow a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism in the range of 250° to 400°C 

and 1.67 atm. The true activation energy of the reaction was found to 

be 21.4 kcal mole--*-. Experiments with H-D exchange over this catalyst 

showed that deuterium distribution in either benzene and cumene occurred 

to statistical scrambling at equilibrium, indicating the lability of the 

C-H bonds in the hydrocarbons. D-H exchange measurements gave as result 

18 9 
1.8 x 10 sites/nr and is set as an upper limit for the active sites on 

the catalyst surface if Br^nsted centers are thought to be the active 

centers for the dealkylation. Results of experiments with radioactive 

tracer compounds indicated that the reaction proceeded to almost equili- 
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brium without influence of the back reaction. Values, based on a reac¬ 

tion model of a first order reversible process occurring near equilibrium, 

obtained for thermodynamic functions for the cracking reaction are re¬ 

ported. These values are in good agreement with the theoretical values 

obtained from the standard functions of formation of the reaction partici¬ 

pant compounds. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The cracking of petroleum fractions is the process in which high 

molecular weight hydrocarbons are converted into material with a lower 

molecular weight (1,2). The process was initially introduced ini the 

U.S.A. in 1912 and was carried out thermally. The initial objective 

was simply to increase the amount of gasoline from crude oil. However, 

as the compression ratio of the automobile engines increased, it was dis¬ 

covered that the gasoline produced by cracking possessed a higher octane 

rating and burned more smoothly in the engines than did the "straight 

run" gasoline fraction which occurred naturally in the crude oil. Be¬ 

cause of this, thermal cracking was used extensively until the early 

1940’s. In 1936 a new process was introduced, catalytic cracking, which 

offered severed, advantages over the thermal process, both in gasoline 

yield and quality. Since then, the thermal cracking process has been 

almost entirely supplanted by the catalytic process (1,4). The catalyt¬ 

ic processing of oil fractions involves the contact of the vapors with 

an acidic catalyst at high temperatures (about 500°C) for a few seconds 

at approximately atmospheric pressure. 

Until very recently the catalysts commonly used in catalytic crack¬ 

ing were amorphous silica-alumina and some naturally occurring clays (3,4). 

Since 1964 new types of crystalline silica-alumina catalyst, called 

molecular sieves or zeolites, have largely replaced the less active amor¬ 

phous materials (3). 

One of the important characteristics of the catalytic cracking pro¬ 

cess is that the range of products obtained, and in particular the ratio 

1- 
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of gasoline to heavy fractions of liquid fuel, can be varied to satisfy 

the market requirements. Also, it is worth mentioning that light gases 

such as methane, ethane, and ethene are produced in small proportions 

only, in contrast with the substantially higher proportions of these com¬ 

pounds produced in the thermal cracking (1,4,7). 

It is generally accepted that catalytic cracking involves the forma¬ 

tion of surface carbonium, ion intermediates and that these species under¬ 

go isomerization, cracking, hydrogen transfer, and alkylation reactions 

characteristic of homogeneous acid catalyzed reactions (1-12, 14-16, 18, 

20). The nature of the surface active sites on which these ions are 

formed is not known with certainty. One suggestion is that such sites 

occur on silica-alumina catalysts as Al^+:0:Sil++ groups (3-9). In such 

groups, the aluminum atom is expected to have an activity characteristic 

of a Lewis-acid which in the presence of water converts into a Bnrinsted- 

acid, as illustrated below, 

H 

A H® 

II I le I 
-Si-O-Al-O-Si- + HO  ► -Si-O-Al-O-Si- 

III 2 III 
0 0 
I I 
-Si- -Si- 

I I 

Lewis-acid site BrzSnsted-acid site 

Due to their crystalline nature and well-defined pore structure, the 

active sites in zeolites are believed to be more complex (5). 

Since carbonium ions can undergo such a wide range of reactions, 

one might expect catalysts that form these intermediates to be rather 

non-selective. Such side reactions as isomerization, hydrogen transfer, 
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transalkylation of aromatics, cyclization, etc., may be expected as well 

as cracking. Some of these side reactions form higher molecular weight 

compounds and "coke" (3,4) which deactivates the catalyst. On the other 

hand, reactions like skeletal isomerization help to improve the quality 

of gasoline produced by cracking. 

Industrially, the catalytic cracking operation takes advantage of 

the coke that is formed by burning it off in a regeneration step to pro¬ 

vide heat for the endothermic cracking reaction (1,4,11). The most 

widely used process involves a fluidized-bed reactor (1). The cracking 

is carried out in a fluidized-bed reactor from which a portion of the 

catalyst is continuously removed and fed to another fluidized-bed regen¬ 

erator where the coke is burned off. The regenerated catalyst is con¬ 

tinuously returned to the cracking reactor. The heat requirements for 

the cracking reactions are provided by the heat of combustion of the 

coke, and is transferred to the cracking reactor by means of the hot, re¬ 

generated catalyst. 

The coke formation is probably due to an excessive dehydrogenation 

of the hydrocarbon molecules. This naturally leads to a decline of the 

catalyst activity, but fortunately the carbon is readily removed by 

burning and the catalyst activity restored (3). 

This study is concerned with the cracking or dealkylation of an 

alkylaromatic compound, iso-propylbenzene or cumene, viz 

=6% • CjH,  . CgHg + C3H6 

It has been found (1) that benzene rings are not cracked and that 

side chains of alkylaromatics (where the alkyl group is C2 or larger) are 

renoved as olefins under the conditions normally used for this reaction 
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(300° - 500°C, 1 atm). 

The dealkylation reaction of cumene has been considered a model or 

test reaction for experimental purposes, since the only products ob¬ 

tained are benzene and propylene, i.e., there are no side reactions and 

it is essentially irreversible at atmospheric pressure in the tempera¬ 

ture range of 300° to 500°C (3,4,7-11). Haensel (4) mentioned the revers¬ 

ibility of this reaction at low temperatures and high pressures over a 

silica-alumina-zirconia catalyst to produce mono- and di-iso-propyl- 

benzene, although at 400°C and atmospheric pressure and space velocity of 

2 sec“l, the equilibrium did not limit the dealkylation of n-butylbenzene. 

Thus, the catalytic cracking of cumene to benzene and propylene 

takes place with minimal formation of by-products and is not affected by 

equilibrium limitations at moderate and high temperatures. Kinetic inves¬ 

tigations are thus facilitated by the stoichiometric simplicity of the 

reaction and by neglecting the reverse reaction. 

PREVIOUS WORKS ON SILICA-ALUMINA CATALYSTS 

Thomas (9) and Greensfelder et al. (8) independently, but simultan¬ 

eously, proposed chemical mechanisms for the cracking reactions of hydro¬ 

carbons over acidic silica-alumina catalysts. They postulated the forma¬ 

tion of a carbonium ion at the surface of the catalyst, whereas thermal 

cracking was supposed to occur via free radicals. The kinetic scheme 

presented by these authors for the cracking of alkylaromatics can be 

illustrated by equations -1- to -3-, 

C C C C 

\ / \ / 
C c 

+ (catalyst)®H® 
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C C 

\/ c 

Thomas (9) proposed that carbonium ions are formed by the addition 
# 

of protons from the catalyst to a double bond in the benzene ring, thus 

forming a carbonium ion that decomposes at the beta position to the car¬ 

bonium ion atom. This mechanism, however, assumes the addition to occur 

opposite to Markovnikov’s rule, but in view of the resonating structure 

the departure from normal addition does not appear to be a crucial de¬ 

fect in the proposed mechanism. 

Because of the great affinity of benzene rings for protons (as 

evidenced by the relatively easy deuterium exchange in the presence of 

an acidic catalyst) Greenfelder et al. (8) assumed that this first step 

in forming a carbonium ion is an exchange reaction wherein the benzene 

ring exchanges a carbonium ion for a proton. The extent of the dealkyla¬ 

tion thus depends on the relatively ease of formation of the alkyl- 

carbonium ion. It is evident from the work of these authors that 

Brdnsted acid sites should be responsible for the activity of the catal¬ 

yst. Thomas (9) further showed that neither pure silica nor pure 

alumina has significant cracking activity. 

Corrigan et al. (10) suggested that catalytic cracking of cumene 

proceeds by a surface reaction in which the cumene is chemisorbed on a 
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single active site, propylene is split off into the gas phase, and 

finally benzene is desorbed from the surface. Although these authors 

proposed a reasonable mechanism, their experimental work was shown by 

Pratter and Lago (11) to be affected by diffusional-transport limita¬ 

tions. Pratter and lago (11) made an extensive review of the literature 

on the kinetics of cumene dea!3<ylation published to that date (1956) 

and examined the previous investigation on the basis of the following 

points: 

1. The use of a method insensitive to the kinetics, 

2. the diffusion-transport effects, and 

3. the presence of inhibitors in cumene. 

They, in turn, postulated a basic kinetic scheme that took into 

account all these factors. Their kinetic reaction scheme involved the 

following: 

1. Adsorption of cumene and inhibitors on active cracking 

sites follows a Langmuir type isotherm, i.e., there is little interact¬ 

ion among the chemisorbed species on the surface. In addition, they 

noted, the active sites are homogeneous with respect to adsorption 

energies. 

2. The rate of cracking is proportional to the number of 

cumene molecules chemisorbed on active cracking sites. 

Because their experimental conditions used a differential reactor 

(low conversion of reactants to products), they neglected the reverse 

reaction; hence, any possible effect that adsorption of products on the 

catalyst could have had on the adsorption of cumene. Their kinetic 

scheme is illustrated by Equation -4-, 
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S 

I 

+ A 

+ A 
k7(l) 

k8(l) 

SA 

IA 

k 
3 

I 

I n 

A 

A 

^(i) 

*8(1) 

k7(n) 

k8(n) 
*nA 

products 

-4- 

where A represents an active site; S reactant cumene; and the ith 

inhibitor. 

In the case of no inhibitors in cumene and assuming a Langmuir ad¬ 

sorption isotherm for the latter, the preceding scheme scheme leads to 

the rate expression 

dn = k B 
Ps -5- 

dt 3 o Ps + G 

where BQ is the total number of active cracking sites, 

Ps is the partial pressure of cumene, and 

G is a constant related to the chemisorption of cumene and is 

equal to (kj + kg)/k^. 

Pratter and Lago found that the rate determining step is the crack¬ 

ing of the chemisorbed cumene (C-C bond rupture), characterized by k^, 

if a linear relationship is to be held between In G and 1/T (Arrhenius 

type relationship). Also, making use of absolute rate theory, under ex¬ 

perimental conditions where P2»G, they obtained a formula for calculat¬ 

ing the total number of active cracking sites BQ, viz, 
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Bo = 2-6 X 106 -6- 

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant and h is Plank’s constant. 

With regard to the coke formation on the surface of the catalyst, 

the authors proposed two different kinds of carbonaceous material: 

1) strongly chemisorbed inhibitors not desorbed at the time of the shut¬ 

down operation for removal of the catalyst from the reactor, and 

2) harmless carbonaceous materials which do not affect the catalyst 

activity. The materials in class 2 were referred to as coke by the 

authors. They sustained the hypothesis that cumene was not an important 

coke producer but the inhibitors were heavy coke producers which, by 

themselves, were responsible for the deactivation of the catalyst. 

Therefore, they concluded that coke was probably produced by a mechanism 

involving sites other than those active for cracking. 

Horton and Maatman (12) studied the cracking of cumene over several 

impregnated and cogelled silica-alumina catalysts following the experi¬ 

mental indications outlined by Pratter and Lago (11) and applied the 

same kinetic scheme. They found differences between the impregnated 

catalysts and the cogelled catalyst, with the latter being more active 

although the number of active sites BQ, was lower than the BQ’S for the 

impregnated catalysts. They explained this difference by postulating a 

qualitative dissimilarity between the sites in the impregnated catalysts 

and in the cogelled catalyst (having a higher percentage of Al). There¬ 

fore, they postulated, the reaction had to proceed by two different 

mechanisms on these catalysts: for the impregnated catalysts there 

should be one adsorption point in the active site, whereas for the cogelled 

catalyst there nay be a high incidence of active sites involving two ad- 
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sorption points. 

PREVIOUS WORK ON CATALYSTS OTHER THAN SILICA-ALUMINA 

As mentioned earlier, the cumene cracking reaction has been used as 

a model for testing different catalysts and experimental procedures due 

to its simplicity. However, these studies were usually limited to the 

evaluation of a particular catalyst or technique and did not report other 

relevant information concerning the kinetics of the dealkylation process 

(21,22). 

Over the last ten years a research group in the Department of Chemi¬ 

cal Engineering at Queen's University in Kingston, Ontario, headed by 

B.W. Wojciechoski has reported interesting results about the catalytic 

cracking of cumene over a lanthanum-exchanged Y zeolite catalyst. In 

1968, Wbjciechoski (13) published his theory on the decay of activity of 

an aging catalyst. He assumed that catalyst activity is a function of 

the time on stream only, and on the basis of this assumption the behavior 

of fixed bed catalytic reactors was studied. 

Most of the previous studies on cumene dealkylation reported an 

initial loss of acitivity, and kinetic results were reported after that 

initial loss. In practice, commercial catalysts are on stream for only 

about ten minutes and then require regeneration. However, the 

Wojciechoski group was interested in testing their theory with the known 

cumene dealkylation using this initial decay period. 

Campbell and Wojciechoski (14) proposed a reaction mechanism for 

the cumene dealkylation reaction and later produced experimental results 

(15) to corroborate their mechanism. The Campbell and Wojciechoski mech¬ 

anism is known as the "delta" (A) mechanism and it resulted from an ex- 
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pansion of the Pratter and Lago mechanism (11) when the reverse surface 

reaction is considered. 

Due to the high degrees of conversion of cumene to products that 

can be achieved in an integral reactor, the reverse reaction (aklylation 

of benzene to cumene) needed to be considered, and it was assumed (11) 

that it requires the adsorption of either benzene or propylene on an 

active site followed by combination with the appropriate gas phase compon¬ 

ent by a Rideal mechanism. It was again considered that the adsorption 

of both cumene and one of the products follow a Langmuir adsorption iso¬ 

therm. Furthermore, it was assumed that the rates of desorption of both 

cumene and the adsorbed product are fast compared with the rate of the 

surface reaction. Thus, equilibria are established between the gas phase 

species and their surface complexes. The mechanism proposed by Pratter 

and Lago (11) considering the back reaction is illustrated by Equation -7- 

and "inhibitors'’ are not considered in this case. 

*1 CS YS 

k4 

-7- 

Y + S 

where S represents an active site; C, reactant cumene; and Y and Z, 

products. 

Campbell and Wojciechoski extended this mechanism to consider the 

more general case of adsorption of all components. The A mechanism can 

be illustrated by Equation -8-. 
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-8- 

The model assumes that adsorption equilibria exist between C, Y, 

and Z and the active site S. Thus, the rate of disappearance of cumene, 

considering single site adsorption and the surface reaction as the rate 

determining step, is written as 

- rc = k_2(CS) - k2(YS)(Z) -9- 

After substituting for (CS) and (YS) in terms of Langmuir iso¬ 

therms, accounting for volume expansion of the products, for thermodynam¬ 

ic equilibrium, and for aging of the catalyst, the resulting rate equa¬ 

tion was inserted into the design equation for a plug flow static react¬ 

or. The theoretical development led to Equation -10-, 

T (SQ) 

N 2 
1 X 

= e 

1 + Gt 

-pX + ^ In 

X 

X2 - xe 

-L 

2 pXz + s 
* e 

X +x 
e 

X2 

<1> 
X
 

C
M
 ^-X 

-10- 

where X is the instantaneous conversion of cumene on a catalyst of age t 

under conditions wehre the space time is T and the equilibrium fractional 

conversion is Xe. The constants p, q, and s are referred to as kinetic 

parameters, and they involve adsorption equilibrium constants for C, Y, 

and Z. The constants N and G are aging parameters which relate the num- 
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ber of cracking sites or the number of surface sites, S, involved in the 

adsorption, n, and the number of active sites lost per deactivating 

event, m. The formulas for N and G are 

N = n/ (m-1) 

G = (m-l)kdCP] 
-11- 

k^ being the rate constant for the deactivation reaction, and [P] cone 

of poisoning agent. These formulas and their derivation are given 

in (13) and they are part of the Wojciechoski' s theory of catalyst aging. 

The values of the exponent N are determined from the deactivation pat¬ 

tern on a particular catalyst and in short three min classes of catalysts 

are found: for low decay N < 1; for limiting conversion N = 1; and for 

rapid decay N > 1. 

As results of their study (15), Campbell and Wojciechoski reported 

an activation energy of 19.5 keal and proposed propylene as the species 

responsible for deactivation of the catalyst by means of a polymeriza¬ 

tion reaction. They noted that for the La-exchanged zeolite catalyst 

the value of N = 1 was applicable. The deactivation process was con¬ 

cluded to proceed by a Hinshelwood mechanism. 

The value of the activation energy obtained by these authors is 

lower than the change in enthalpy AH for the reaction in the tempera¬ 

ture range they worked in, suggesting that either the heat of adsorption 

of cumene is negative (an endothermic adsorption) or the reaction is 

diffusion limited in the crystallites of the zeolite. 

Best and Wojciechoski (16) conducted a series of studies over La- 

exchanged zeolites of different particle sizes to determine the effect 

of intra-particle diffusion in an aging catalyst. As a result they in- 
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troduced a new test to evaluate the significance of intraparticle diffus¬ 

ion in the reaction (17). Using this test they showed that La-Y zeolite 

catalyst particles as snail as 70-80 mesh were diffusion limited for 

cumene cracking. The activation energy obtained for the 70-80 mesh 

catalyst was somewhat larger (22.1 teal) than that reported earlier by 

Campbell and Wojciechoski (15) for the same catalyst but with particles of 

20-40 mesh size (mainly 19.5 kcal). This latter value of 22.1 kcal was 

in better agreement with other reported values over similar catalysts. 

Based on adsorption and thermodynamic considerations, they found 

that if site poisoning is proceeded by a dimerization of an adsorbed 

species, cumene and not propylene (as previously proposed (15)) becomes 

the probable poisoning agent in the cumene cracking reaction. Also, it 

was found that coke on the catalyst is not directly related to catalyst 

activity. 

In a more recent article, Best and Wojciechoski (18) published re¬ 

sults of a more complete and detailed study of the cumene dealkylation. 

They observed that over 60 reaction products are formed over the La-Y 

zeolite. The selectivity behavior of the major ones (those which appear 

in concentrations higher than 0.01%) was examined using the concept of an 

’’optimum performance envelope” (19) which is a curve obtained by plotting 

the time average yield of a reaction product versus the time average con¬ 

version of the reactant at a cat/oil ratio approaching infinity; in 

practice it is approximated by the data from runs at short times on 

stream for which the effects of catalyst decay are negligible. This 

selectivity behavior allowâ one to identify which products are primary 

and which are secondary and also those stable and those unstable. Based 
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on these observations, a reaction network was constructed. Chemical 

mechanisms by which primary products arise were postulated. They showed 

the competing influence of Bnz$nsted and Lewis acid sites. In a later 

article (20) they succeeded in isolating the diffusion free region and 

determining the intrinsic kinetics. The activation energy reported for 

these conditions was 22.5 kcal. In analyzing the energetics of the reac¬ 

tion, they were forced to postulate an endothermic chemisorption of 

cumene in order to construct a plausible picture of the reaction energy 

surface. They also showed that diffusion limitations affected the rate 

of catalyst decay to a different extent than they affected the rate of 

reaction. 

ISOTOPIC TRACER STUDIES 

Studies (23-26, 38-41) using stable isotopic tracers (deuterium) 

have been performed on silica-alumina catalysts under a variety of condi¬ 

tions with several chemical systems. These studies had as goals the 

determination of hydrogen content of the catalyst, the existence of kin¬ 

etic isotope effects and in general the search for evidence of protonic 

activity. The characterization of the chemical nature of the catalytical- 

ly active sites on acidic catalysts has been the object of numerous 

papers spanning many years. The diverse results have led to the identi¬ 

fication of Lewis acid, Brrinsted, electron transfer, and perhaps other 

sites on these solids. However, no conclusive evidence about the pre¬ 

dominance of one of those types on these catalysts has been reported. 

The possibility that different sites should be responsible for different 

reactions and that in seme cases a combination of them could produce the 

desired catalysis, seems certain. 
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Silica-alumina, as other oxide catalysts, is able to catalyze ex¬ 

change reactions (23-25). The study of exchange reactions provides a 

means of assessing the activity of catalysts for the making and breaking 

of chemical bonds and also results to be a good method of learning 

about adsorbed intermediates. 

One of the first exchange reactions studied on silica-alumina cata¬ 

lysts was the exchange of CH^ with CD^ (26). The fact that exchange 

takes place shows that the catalyst is capable of breaking the C-H bonds. 

One alternative method to that of feeding a mixture of deuterated and 

non-deuterated reactants to a reactor containing the catalyst is to 

realize an exchange reaction involving the exchange of a hydrocarbon 

molecule with the catalyst. In this way the catalyst, for example, 

could be first deuterated and then another hydrocarbon molecule (similar 

or different to the original) could be passed over the catalyst to com¬ 

plete the exchange. Exchange reactions similar to self-exchange reac¬ 

tions, i.e., the exchange of CH4 with CD^ or CgHg with CgDg, could be 

accomplished via deuteration of the catalyst. This case is considered 

to be one of the most satisfactory ways of investigating the exchange on 

oxide catalysts, and it is preferred over the deuteration of the catalyst 

with for example D2 or D2O. It has been found (27) that the exchange of 

CgHg with CgDg is approximately 10 to 20 times faster on alumina than ex¬ 

change of CgHg with D2. Therefore, the self-exchange is probably 

more representative of the efficiency of the catalyst for activation of 

the benzene molecule. This difference is explained in terms of the sig¬ 

nificant inhibition of the H2_D2 exchanSe by benzene on alumina. 

The extent of an exchange reaction will naturally depend on the 
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"strength" of the C-H bonds of the molecule. A hydrocarbon molecule 

such as an alkylaromatic will furnish a useful method to investigate the 

catalyst, because there are different types of C-H bonds present in the 

molecule which may exchange at different rates. 

Considering the exchange reactions of al]<ylaromatics, important 

variations in the relative rates of exchange of side group and ring 

hydrogen atoms have been found (28). For example, for m-xylene, the 

ratio of ring to side group exchange varies from 10-1+ on Palladium films 

2 
to about 10 on a silica-alumina catalyst. 

As a general conclusion from studies on the exchange of alkylaroma- 

tics (25), it can be said that side group exchange is more rapid when 

radical intermediates are formed, as on metals or when dissociation 

occurs to form species with carbanionic character. Ring exchange is 

relatively faster on catalysts that can form carbonium ions readily 

(e.g., SiC^-A^Og, zeolites). 

Gale ski and Hightower (29) studied the cracking of cumene on a 

silica-magnesia catalyst by using deuterium tracers. They reported ex¬ 

tensive exchange into the cumene prior to the dealkylation. Due to the 

fact that propylene, initially formed, via.s unexchanged they favored the 

classical ionic mechanism for the cracking (addition of a catalyst proton 

to the benzene ring). Data from studies of cumene cracking by Hightower 

et al. (30) over a deuterium exchanged silica-alumina catalyst under 

mild conditions (300°C, 10 psig) showed that benzene and propylene crack¬ 

ing products as well as unreacted cumene undergo rapid exchange with 

catalyst deuterium, so rapid in fact that the H and D atoms in the hydro¬ 

carbon molecule and catalyst are scrambled to statistical equilibrium. 
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The use of unstable (radioactive) isotopic tracers has been less ex¬ 

tensive in the dealkylation reaction. Hightower and Emmett (31), in 

their study of the formation of aromatics during the cracking of 

n-hexadecane, used ^C-labeled benzene and ring labeled toluene to determ¬ 

ine the extent to which the parallel steps of alkylation and combination 

of small unsaturated molecules to form benzene contributed to the forma¬ 

tion of aklylaromatics. They found that the combination of propylene with 

benzene to form cumene vas not notable. 

1HERMQDYHAMICS 

An analysis of the thermodynamic functions of the dealkylation re¬ 

actants and products will give us a good idea of the enthalpy of reaction 

(AH) involved and also of the reversibility of the reaction, at the temp¬ 

erature range under consideration in these studies. 

As previously mentioned, cracking reactions are endothermic since 

they involve the cleavage of a carbon-carbon bond. Using the regular 

thermodynamic procedures and data from API Project 44, enthalpies of 

reaction, and standard chemical potentials, thermodynamic equilibrium 

constants are presented in Table 1-1, at different temperatures, for the 

cumene cracking reaction. 

The dealkylation reaction, due to its own endothermicity, will be 

thermodynamically favored at high temperatures and low pressures. 

Table 1-2 shows the calculated equilibrium conversions at different temp¬ 

eratures as a function of the total hydrocarbon partial pressure at 

equilibrium. 

OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this study vias to determine the kinetic parameters 
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TABLE I 

Therrnodynandc Functions for the Dealkylation of 'iso-propyl benzene 

t,°c T, K AH0, kcal/mole AG°, kcal/mole K, atm 

200 473 23,411 7.11 5.78 x 10“4 

250 523 23.274 5.41 5.48 x 10"3 

300 573 23.174 3.73 3.77 x 10"2 

350 623 22.997 2.03 1.94 x 10_1 

400 673 22.861 0.35 7.69 x 10_1 

rCRHR CqHR 
K = C8H5*C3H7 C6H6 + C3H6 '12’ 

C9h12 

TABLE II 

Equilibrium Conversion for the Dealkylation of iso-propyl benzene 

Pressure, P (atm) 
o 

Equilibrium fractional conversion, 

Temperature 250°C 300°C 350°C 400°C 

0.05 0.28 0.57 0.82 0.94 

0.10 0.21 0.45 0.73 0.90 

0.20 0.15 0.35 0.61 0.82 

0.50 0.10 0.24 0.46 0.69 

1.00 0.07 0.18 0.35 0.57 

2.00 0.05 0.13 0.27 0.46 
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of the deal]<ylation reaction of cumene in a microcatalytic reactor system 

using the pulse technique. Furthermore, we sought to examine the pos¬ 

sible influence that deposition of carbonaceous material on the surface 

of the catalyst might have on the kinetics of the reaction. Studies of 

exchange reactions with stable isotopic tracers were used to determine 

some characteristics of the catalyst and also a possible mechanism for 

the dealkylation reaction. Finally, part of this study dealt with the 

reversibility of the cracking reaction by use of radioactive tracers. 

These studies were not designed to provide complete answers to all 

questions regarding interaction of hydrocarbons with acidic catalysts. 

We do feel however, that we have accumulated some important data that 

will shed insight into a few of the mechanistic details of those compli¬ 

cated reactions. 



II. EXPERIMENTAL 

CATALYST 

The catalyst used for this study was commercial silica-alumina, 

SiC^-A^Og, Houdry M-46, with a composition of 12.5% alumina and having 

iron as the major metallic impurity amounting to about 0.1 to 0.3 wt% 

(32). Originally in the form of cylindrical pellets, the catalyst was 

ground and then sieved. Particles with 20-40 mesh size were selected 

for all experiments. The B.E.T. surface area of this catalyst, meas¬ 

ured by adsorption of nitrogen at -195.6°C in a standard B.E.T. appar¬ 

atus (33), was 278 ± 13 m^/gm. The bed density of the 20-40 mesh cata¬ 

lyst was 0.47 gm/cc as determined by measuring the volume occupied by. 

a known weight of the solid in a 10 ml graduate cylinder. 

Pretreatment of the catalyst was the same for all the kinetic and 

tracer experiments. It consisted of heating the catalyst overnight at 

475°C in He flowing at 13.6 to 18.2 STP cc/min. The pretreatment of the 

catalyst for the deactivation studies was somewhat different and will be 

described later. The activity of the catalyst after regeneration in 

flowing He at 475°C was within 5% of the original activity for the fresh 

catalyst. This indicates that the catalyst used did not suffer any 

sintering. No further characterization of the catalyst was mde. 

CHEMICALS 

The following chemicals were used in these studies: 

iso-propyl benzene (Cumene), 99 mole percent minimum, from 

Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. 

Benzene, Spectroquality, from Matheson, Coleman, and Bell. 

20 
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Ethyl benzene, 99 mole percent minimum, from Phillips Petrol¬ 

eum Company. 

Benzene-dg, minimum isotopic purity 99.5 atom % D, from Merck 

Sharpe and Dohme, Canada, Limited. 

General purpose liquid scintillation counter cocktail, toluene 

based, Baker Analyzed Reagent grade, from J.T. Baker Chemi¬ 

cal Company. 

Benzene-^C was obtained from the dehydrocyclization of n-hexane 

1-^C as described in (34) using a Tellurium loaded zeolite 

catalyst. The n-hexane 1-^C was obtained from American 

Radiochemical Company; its specific activity before dilution 

was 1 millicurie per millimole. Benzene--^C from American 

Radiochemical Company having a specific activity of 1 milli¬ 

curie per millimole was later purchased for some of the 

experiments. 

APPARATUS 

Microcatalytic Reactor and Gas Chromatograph 

The reaction system used in these studies is shown in Fig¬ 

ure 1. It consisted mainly of a catalytic microreactor (29,30) coupled 

to a gas chromatograph that allowed analysis of the reaction products as 

well as the unconverted reactant. 

The instrumental assembly can be described as follows: Helium (He) 

was used as the carrier gas and as the reference gas in the system. It 

exited from a pressure regulator at 10 psig and was divided into two 

branches with valves (VI) and (V2) being used to set the reference gas 

flow and the carrier gas flow, respectively. The reference He went 
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went directly into the thermal conductivity detector, TCD (D). The car¬ 

rier gas line went to gas chromatograph oven (L). An injection port (IP) 

was used to introduce reactants to the system. Immediately downstream 

there was a four port valve (V3) that allowed the gas flow to by-pass 

the microcatalytic reactor. The by-pass operation permitted the use of 

the chromatographic system for calibration purposes or for collection 

and/or analysis of blank samples. The microreactor consisted of a glass 

tube (A), 1 cm I.D., where the catalyst was held between glass wool 

plugs. A pair of thermocouples (F) permitted control and measurement of 

the reaction temperature. A ■thermocouple well extended from the top of 

the reactor to about the middle of the catalyst bed. Itoo iron-constantan 

thermocouples were used, one for controlling and another for measuring 

the temperature. A Leeds and Northrup temperature controller maintained 

the température to within ± 1°C, as measured with a Leeds and Northrup 

potentiometer model #8686 and/or a double channel recorder. 

After the reactor A and the valve V3, there was a product concentra¬ 

tion trap (B) which essentially was a stainless steel U tube partially 

packed with small pieces of nichrome wire and wrapped externally with 

heating wire (H). This U tube, when kept submerged in liquid nitrogen 

(G), permitted the trapping of compounds caning from the reactor for the 

purpose of eliminating the dispersion effect that might have occurred in 

the catalyst bed, or to reset the appropriate conditions for the chromato¬ 

graphic analysis when these were different from those of the reaction, 

i.e., different volumetric flow for the carrier gas. 

A 4-foot long, 1/4” OD, brass chromatographic column (C) packed in 

the laboratory with 10% SE-30 Silicone Rubber Gum on 60-80 mesh Chromo- 

sorb W AW was used for the analysis of the reaction products. This col- 
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umn could be by-passed by means of a valve (V4) for the purpose of obtain¬ 

ing different flow conditions (space times, x) in the catalytic micro¬ 

reactor. When this was done the product concentration trap B was kept 

submerged in liquid nitrogen G. Once the reaction was carried out at 

the desired flow rate, the column was placed back into the system, the 

analysis conditions reset, and the products trapped in trap B were flashed 

by means of an electronic timer-relay device that provided current to 

heater H for a short period of time. Thus, the chromatographic analysis 

was made in the normal fashion. When the flow conditions through the 

reactor were high ( > 120 cc/min), the effectiveness of the trap B was 

not 100%. Under these conditions about 3% of the reactants was not 

trapped; the results were corrected for this ineffectiveness. 

The thermal conductivity detector (D) was operated by a power source 

of regulated voltage built in the laboratory. The output was connected 

to a Perkin Elmer electronic integrator M-2 ("Minigrator") which in turn 

provided a signal to a double channel Hewlett Packard recorder model 

7100-B. The recorder monitored the output of the TCD in one channel and 

the reaction temperature in the other. 

At the exit of the detector D, in the carrier line, there was a 

10/30 outer glass joint (I) to which a collection device could be attached. 

This allowed the collection of samples of individual compounds or groups 

of compounds for subsequent analysis with either the Mass Spectrometer, 

by means of sample tubes (J), or the Liquid Scintillation Counter for 

analysis of radioactivity, by means of vials for LSC, (K). 

Additional accessories for this assembly were a fan for the chromat¬ 

ograph oven and thermometers for measuring the temperature in the column 

oven and in the detector oven. 
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The volumetric flows of He gas, in the reference as well as in the 

carrier streams, were measured by a soap-bubble flowmeter connected at 

the end of the reference and carrier gas lines. 

Typical conditions of a chromatographic analysis are shown below: 

Temperature of the chromatographic oven, T(oven) = 100°C. 

Temperature of the detector oven, T(detector) = 125°C. 

Flow (carrier) = 60 cc/min. 

Flow (reference) = 60 cc/min. 

Filament Current = 100 mA. 

The temperature of the ovens was controlled by independent Variacs. 

Those portions of the carrier line after the column that were outside 

of the ovens were wrapped with heating wire and heated with independent 

Variacs. 

Mass Spectrometer 

The Mass Spectrometer used for the deuterium exchange experi¬ 

ments was a Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation model 21-104 instru¬ 

ment. The nominal ionizing voltage was set at 5 volts to minimize frag¬ 

mentation of the molecules. The Mass Spectrometer was operated in a slow 

scan mode so that the peaks were recorded on a Leeds and Northrup strip 

chart recorder. Samples were expanded from glass sample tubes, (I) in 

Figure 1, into a vacuum inlet system to provide a sample pressure of 

approximately 100 microns. The sample passed through a gold leak seal 

into the analyzer at a pressure of approximately 10 torr. Background 

• O 
pressure in the analyzer was of approximately 5 x 10 torr. 

Liquid Scintillation Counter 

A Liquid Scintillation Counter model Unilux I fabricated by Nu- 
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cleat? Chicago was used to measure the radioactivity of the collected 

samples. The samples were changed automatically by the counter and 

every sample was counted for a lapse of time of 40 min. All the count¬ 

ings were made at room temperature. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Determination of Response Factors 

A typical chromatogram of the products of the reaction of de¬ 

alkylation showed the presence of at least four peaks. By measuring the 

retention times of pure compounds, these peaks were identified as being 

propylene, benzene, ethyl benzene and/or styrene, and iso-propyl benzene, 

as shown in Figure 2. Once these peaks were identified, the response 

factors of benzene, ethyl benzene, and cumene were determined by inject¬ 

ing different size pulses of the individual compounds and measuring 

their response. Calibration plots of the number of moles of the com¬ 

pounds versus the area obtained from the electronic integrator were used 

to establish the values of the response factors. These are as follows: 

Benzene 2.6072 x ÎÔ*4 ymoles/unit area. 

— h 

Ethyl benzene 2.0803 x 10 ymoles/unit area. 

Cumene 1.8361 x 1Ô14 ymoles/unit area. 

These values, when multiplied by the appropriate areas obtained in 

a given run, gave the number of moles of each compound for that particu¬ 

lar run. The response factor for propylene was not determined because 

its use was not necessary in calculating the conversion of reactant 

cumene. It should be noted that the peak corresponding to propylene 

might also contain snail amounts of light gases such as methane and 

ethene. For the third peak in the chromatogram the designation of ethyl 
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t(sec) 

Ficrure 2. Chromatogram of the products of the cumene 
dealkylation reaction. 
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benzene was adopted, and it was assumed that ethyl benzene and styrene 

have similar response factors. No other peak was detected after the 

cumene peak and for that reason the possibility of having di-iso-propyl 

benzene among the products of reaction was discarded. 

Kinetic Experiments 

Two different types of experiments dealing with the kinetics 

of the cracking reaction on silica-alumina catalyst were performed. 

Firstly, experiments in which the percent of conversion (% conv) of re¬ 

actant cumene was measured as a function of the size of the injected 

pulse or number of moles of reactant injected at constant temperature, 

and secondly, experiments where the conversion of cumene was followed as 

a function of the absolute temperature. For this latter type of experi¬ 

ments the assumption of a first order rate dependence is made. 

Constant Temperature Experiments 

These experiments were performed to test the first order be¬ 

havior of the dealkylation reaction. Essentially they were experiments 

in which the initial concentration of cumene was changed and the corres¬ 

ponding conversion to products monitored. These experiments were carried 

out at constant temperature and constant space time. 

Pulses with size ranging from 4.0 to 0.5 pi of cumene were injected 

to the microcatalytic reactor system. Injections were made with a 

Hamilton microsyringe. Cumene was kept in a two-dram vial with a chroma 

atographic septum held by a perforable cap. Several pulses of the same 

size were injected through the injection port and passed through the cata¬ 

lyst bed A having the valve V3 of the system in a position where the re- 
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actor was connected to it. Hal f a gram of the catalyst was used. The 

catalyst was pretreated as described previously. Trap B was kept sub¬ 

merged in liquid nitrogen and the products of reaction together with the 

unconverted reactant cumene were collected in this trap. After approxi¬ 

mately 2 minutes, which was sufficient time for all the product mole¬ 

cules to be eluted from the catalyst bed at the carrier gas flow of 

54.6 STP cc/min, the liquid nitrogen Dewar was removed from trap B and 

the heating wires H were tunned on to flash the content of the trap into 

the chromatographic column for analysis. 

After several pulses the conversion became almost constant and then 

the conversion readings of five consecutive pulses were averaged; that 

value was taken as the conversion for that pulse size. 

Variable Temperature Experiments 

These experiments were performed assuming that the dealkyla¬ 

tion reaction followed an irreversible path and that it was first order 

with respect to reactant cumene with no change in the total volume, i.e., 

a constant density system. 

The experimental procedure was quite similar to that for the experi¬ 

ments described in the previous section. The temperature of reaction 

was varied while the space time was held constant. Half a gram of cata¬ 

lyst was pretreated overnight as described earlier. Initially the temp¬ 

erature of the reactor was set at about 325°C and several pulses (2 ul) 

of cumene were passed over the catalyst at a space time of 1.0 sec. For 

each pulse the products coming out frcm the reactor were trapped in 

trap B and after 2 minutes flashed for chromatographic analysis. Injec¬ 

tions of pulses of cumene were done until the conversion to products 
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showed a stable value, i.e., a plateau in the graph of % conv versus the 

pulse number. After this stable conversion was achieved, the tempera¬ 

ture of the reactor was changed using the temperature controller. This 

température was continuously measured with the thermocouple F attached 

to a potentiometer. Thus, there was no need to wait for the temperature 

to reach a constant value since what was important was the value of the 

temperature when the pulse of cumene passed over the catalyst bed. Thus, 

when each 2 yl pulse of cumene was injected, valve V3 being in a position 

where the reactor was connected to the system, the temperature at that 

moment when the cumene passed through the reactor was recorded and the 

products of reaction were collected in the liquid nitrogen trap B. Again, 

after 2 minutes the liquid nitrogen Dewar was removed and the products 

were flashed for chromatographic analysis. 

The carrier gas (He) flow for these experiments was set at 60 cc/min 

(measured at room temperature) and the chromatographic conditions were 

those given before. 

The reactant cumene used for the variable temperature experiments 

was bought from Aldrich Company, but one experiment was carried out 

using cumene that had been stored in contact with activated charcoal. 

The temperature ranged between 250°C and 400°C, and about 10 to 20 

pulses of cumene were injected in a single experiment depending on the 

specific temperature range for a given run. 

Deactivation Experiments 

The study of the decay of the catalyst activity vas carried 

out with an experimental procedure similar to the kinetic experiments 

described in the previous sections. Usually, pulses (2 yl) of cumene 
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were injected into a stream of He flowing at 60 cc/min (measured at room 

temperature) and at a given temperature of reaction. After passing 

through the reactor, the products were trapped in liquid nitrogen and 

then flashed for chromatographic analysis. 

The min variables used in these studies were the reaction tempera¬ 

ture, the catalyst pretreatment, and the reactant purity, as we monitored 

the change in cumene conversion as a function of the number of pulses 

passed over the catalyst in each case. 

For the experiments where the effect of possible inhibitors of the 

reaction was to be studied, the pretreatment of the catalyst was differ¬ 

ent from that described before. After leaving the catalyst overnight 

at 475°C in He flowing at 18 STP cc/min, a flow of 11 STP cc/min of 

oxygen was passed over the catalyst for two hours at 450°C. In order to 

proceed in this manner, the column C was by-passed using valve V4 and the 

detector D disconnected from the system. The reactant cumene, for this 

same purpose, was "purified" in the following ways: 

a) "Distilled cumene": Reactant cumene was distilled under 

vacuum and used right after distillation. A standard micro-distillation 

set was used for this purpose. 

b) "Cumene on outgassed activated charcoal": Activated char¬ 

coal was outgassed overnight at 200°C and reactant cumene was poured into 

the sample tube containing the charcoal. A rubber septum was placed on 

the tube and samples for reaction were taken as normal. 

c) "Cumene on charcoal": Activated charcoal that had not been 

outgassed was placed in a bottle and cumene poured into it. 

For every experiment 10 or more pulses were passed over the catalyst. 
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Since a sample of catalyst could have lost some activity due to sinter¬ 

ing during these reactions, the B.E.T. surface area for a catalyst sample 

under such circumstances was measured. A value of 278 m^/gm was obtained. 

This value is similar to the surface area for the fresh catalyst. 

Isotopic Tracer Experiments 

In order to know the details of the mechanism of the dealkyla¬ 

tion reaction, isotopic tracer experiments were performed using deuterium 

in per-deuterated benzene as the deuterating agent for the catalyst. 

A catalyst sample (0.5 gra of SiC^-A^Og) was deuterated by passing 

over it pulses of CgDg; the cumene dealkylation reaction was then carried 

out over this catalyst. The analysis of the relative content of deuter¬ 

ium in benzene was mde in the mass spectrometer after chromatographic 

separation. For this purpose a sample tube J, shown in Figure 1, was con¬ 

nected to the system at I. 

After pretreating the catalyst, two blank samples of perdeuterated 

benzene, CgDg, and regular benzene, CgHg, were injected by-passing the 

reactor with valve V3. The compounds were collected in the sample tube J 

submerged in liquid nitrogen. This sample tube was previously evacuated 

and thawed at least twice for assurance of no contamination. The sample 

tube was connected to J by means of a glass joint 10/30. The other end 

of the tube had a 12/30 inner joint that allowed one to evacuate the 

inert gas and introduce the samples into the mass spectrometer. The 

blank samples were analyzed to obtain the correction factor due to natur¬ 

al occurrence of in hydrocarbons as well as to know the exact posi¬ 

tion of the ion-molecules of these species. 

Once this was done, six consecutive pulses of CgDg were passed over 
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the catalyst, each collected in the sanple tubes and analyzed for the 

relative amounts of the different deuterated species of benzene. The 

inert gas trapped in the sample tubes at liquid nitrogen temperature 

needed to be evacuated and the sanple thawed before introduction of 

about 100 microns of sample into the spectrometer. 

Immediately after, six consecutive pulses of cumene were passed 

over the deuterated catalyst surface, and the same procedure of trapping 

the products and subsequent flashing for chromatographic analysis was 

followed. After chromatographic separation, benzene was collected in 

the sanple tubes for mass Spectroscopic analysis. For some experiments 

the unconverted cumene was also collected in a separate sanple tube. In 

these cases, benzene and propylene were collected together in a sanple 

tube. 

In order to collect the unconverted cumene, free of benzene, a 3-way 

valve (V5) and a double branched exit was used, as shown in Figure 3. 

The carrier gas line after the detector and up to the exit ports was kept 

warm with heating wires and tapes to avoid condensation of the chemicals. 

The sanple tubes, previously evacuated, were connected to the ports. One 

of the sanple tubes vas closed while the other was filled with He for 

about 2 minutes. After this time, the stopcock of this sanple tube was 

closed, valve V5 switched, and the stopcock of the other tube opened. 

Then, liquid nitrogen Dewars were placed and the same procedure of sweep¬ 

ing the sample tubes with Helium was carried out. Whenever a pulse of 

cumene was passed over the catalyst, one sanple tube was open to ventila¬ 

tion (He flowing through it) and this tube was used to trap propylene 

and benzene. When the first sign of the cumene peak was observed in the 
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chromatogram, valve V5 was switched and the stopcock of the tube to col¬ 

lect cumene was opened while the other one was closed. Figure 4 shows a 

chromatogram indicating the switching of the valve. 

This procedure, besides assuring a minimum of benzene in the collect¬ 

ed cumene, also allowed a minimum of air in the sample tubes. 

The isotopic tracer experiments were performed at several tempera¬ 

tures and the space time was kept constant, namely, 1.0 sec measured at 

roam temperature. 

Radioactive Tracer Experiments 

Radioactive tracer experiments with were done to determine 

if the dealkylation reaction showed any indication of reversibility in 

the temperature range from 300°C to 400°C. To perform this task, mix¬ 

tures of benzene-and cumene were prepared beforehand and injected 

into the reactor. The radioactivity of product benzene and unconverted 

cumene was measured and the values plotted as a function of the degree 

of conversion at different space times. The starting mixture contained 

a ratio of approximately 4:1 by volume of cumene to radioactive benzene. 

In each series of experiments, this mixture was injected into the 

system at a constant reaction temperature but at different space times 

to obtain different degrees of conversion of cumene. A series of ex¬ 

periments were carried out at four different temperatures. 

In order to measure the radioactivity of the compounds with the 

Liquid Scintillation Counter, the individual compounds (benzene and 

cumene) had to be collected in a counting medium, a liquid scintillation 

cocktail. For this purpose, vials containing 17 ml of this cocktail 

were kept at a temperature just below 0°C in a salt-ice bath. The vials 
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were attached to the system through the collection device I shown in 

Figure 1. The hydrocarbons were quantitatively dissolved in the scintil¬ 

lation cocktail. 

Experimentally, the space time was varied first by disconnecting the 

column C shown in the instrumental assembly, Figure 1; this could be 

done by opening completely V4. The carrier gas flow was then set at the 

desired value using the needle valve V2. The resulting flow was measured 

with a soap-bubble meter at room temperature. 

With the desired flow rate set, a pulse of the mixture was injected 

and passed over the catalyst. The products were trapped in liquid nitro¬ 

gen (trap B), this time with a double purpose: first, to eliminate the 

partitioning effect that the solid catalyst could have had on the com¬ 

pounds and secondly, to restore the appropriate carrier flow rate for 

the chromatographic analysis. Likewise, the column C was placed back in¬ 

to the system by shutting off valve V4. The products were then flashed, 

separated, and analyzed in the chromatograph. Benzene and cumene peaks 

were collected in the Liquid Scintillation vials as they eluted from the 

system. The difference in the retention times between benzene and 

cumene peaks allowed the vials to be changed without losing any products. 



III. RESULTS 

DEACTIVATION MEASUREMENTS 

If several pulses of cumene were passed over a fresh sample of cata¬ 

lyst that had been activated in He flow at 475°C overnight, the activity 

(measured as conversion of cumene to products) decreased markedly at the 

beginning. 

Figure 5 shows the decrease in the degree of conversion of cumene 

to products at several reaction temperatures when plotted against the 

pulse number, FN. Several features can be noted from these results: 

First, we note that the decay of the catalyst activity is present at all 

températures in the range studied (250° to 350°C); secondly, although the 

Initial decrease in the degree of conversion is lower at lower tempera¬ 

tures, this initial decrease seems to follow a rate equation which is 

first order with respect to the initial activity Xq, viz, 

d(PN) ' o 

or in its linear form 

In 
dX 

d(FN) 
= In k + In X 

JT o,T 
-13- 

if n = 1. Figure 6 shows a plot of -ln(-dX/dPN) versus -lnXQ ^ and the 

data points fit very well a straight line with slope close to unity. 

The initial slopes of the deactivation curves were determined by two dif¬ 

ferent methods: the approximation method and the limiting secant meth¬ 

od, both described in (36). Equation -13- implies that k is not a func¬ 

tion of temperature, since X was varied by changing T. 

The data obtained from both methods were fitted to a straight line 

37 
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by the least squares method, and the two resulting values of the slope 

of In (-dX/dPN) versus In XQ were 

n = 0.9 ± 0.2 

In Figure 6 the data points obtained from the limiting secant meth¬ 

od are plotted against. In Xq. Even though catalyst deactivation was ob¬ 

served initially at all temperatures, the conversion tended to become 

relatively stable after about 15-20 pulses were injected. Of course, 

this observation is in disagreement with the empirical Equation -13- 

which predicts a continuous decrease in conversion with pulse number 

with the limiting conversion being zero for an Infinite number of pulses 

at each temperature. 

All the kinetics measurements discussed herein were taken on a cata¬ 

lyst that had been deactivated to a relatively stable activity level. 

This is referred to as a "stabilized" catalyst. 

Figure 7 shows the effect that impurities in reactant cumene could 

have inhibiting the dealkylation reaction. It was assumed that if impur¬ 

ities were present in the starting material, they would adsorb on the 

charcoal used in these experiments or be separated from cumene through 

vacuum distillation. All runs were made at 300°C. For these experiments, 

the first point was always taken with "distilled cumene" to serve as a 

reference point. It can be noted in the figure that within the experi¬ 

mental error (shown by the scattering for the first point) all the points 

approximately lie on the same curve, indicating that there is no signifi¬ 

cant difference between the various "kinds" of cumene used. 

However, Figure 8 shows that for long runs (thirty or more pulses) 
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there is an appreciable difference between the decay of the catalyst 

activity when "distilled cumene" is used and the decay when untreated 

cumene is used. It should be pointed out here that a mass spectrum of 

cumene at nominal ionizing voltages of 5 and 10 volts did not show m/e 

peaks above the m/e value corresponding to 120, the molecular weight of 

the cumene ion-molecule. 

Since most of the experiments performed in this thesis work did not 

require a large number of pulses, regular Cor untreated) cumene was 

normally used. 

Finally, Figure 9 shows the decay of the activity of the catalyst 

as a function of the pulse number together with the total number of 

y-moles of products recovered. Also, the accumulated number of y-moles 

of reactant lost over a span of thirty pulses is plotted against the 

pulse number. 

The number of moles of product recovered is defined as: 

"total = nBz + nEtBz + "Cu “14_ 

The number of moles of cumene lost is defined as: 

"lost = no ~ "total ~15“ 

nQ being the number of moles of reactant cumene in every pulse, nQ = 14.34 

y-moles of cumene (2.0 yl). 

From this figure we can observe that the accumulated number of moles 

of reactant cumene lost tends to a steady value as does the degree of con¬ 

version. On the other hand, the number of moles of reactant lost seems 

to approach zero (or a very small value) as the number of moles recovered, 
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number of moles lost, n(lost) 3, with the 
pulse number for the cumene cracking over 
Si0-Al203 at 305 *C. 
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ntotal» approaches the number of moles injected, nQ. 

KINETIC MEASUREMENTS 

First Order Kinetics 

It has long been stated that the dealkylation reaction of cum¬ 

ene follows a first order kinetics having as reaction products benzene 

and propylene (3,10). Our first task in this part of the study was to 

test the assumption of first order with respect to the reactant cumene. 

If a chemical reaction has a rate expression as 

rate = k C -16- 

where the concentration of the reactant C can be related to its initial 

concentration CQ and fractional conversion X, viz, 

C = CQ(1 - X) 

or 

X = 1 - -17- 
'■'o 

the fractional conversion should be independent of the initial concentra¬ 

tion or the pulse size used in a system like ours. It should be a func¬ 

tion only of the temperature and space time, T . 

Figure 10 is a plot of percent conversion (100X) against the amount 

of cumene injected in yl and y-moles, at two different temperatures for 

low (275°C) and high (325°C) conversion ranges. 

The percentage of conversion is almost independent of pulse size, 

but not exactly. Therefore the assumption of first order kinetics is 

not completely valid, although it represents a fairly good approxima¬ 

tion. 
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Kinetic Parameters for the First Order Approximation 

If we assume that the cracking reaction is first order, irre¬ 

versible, and occurs at constant density, we can derive a mathematical 

equation that will allow us to calculate the Arrhenius parameters for the 

cumene dealkylation reaction over silica-alumina. 

Let us assume that the rate of dealkylation can be described by 

kp -18- 

where p 

k 

T 

Qo 

and p 

X 

partial pressure of cumene, (torr) 

pseudohomogeneous rate constant, (sec”-'-) 

space time = V ^/Q , (sec) 

volumetric flow rate,^(cc/sec, measured at room temperature) 

P0(1-X) 

fractional conversion, 

then 
dX 

dx 
= k(l-X) - 19- 

integration of this equation, with boundary conditions X = 0 at space 

time x = 0, yields 

In 
1 

(1-X) 
kx -20- 

If we now express the rate constant in the form of an Arrhenius 

equation 

Eact 
k = Zx exp( g^-) -21- 

and plug it into the integrated rate expression given above, we end up 

with 

In 
1 

(1-X) 
Zx exp(- 

Eact 

RT 
-22- 

or 
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In 

We note that a plot of In 

— f % 

In 
1 

[(l-X), 
In ZT - 

"act 

RT 

In 
Cl-X) 

against 1/T should be a straight 

act , . “■  
line with slope of —^-4 and intercept equal to In Zx. 

R 

Figure 11 shows the Arrhenius plot for the dealkylation reaction 

when propylene and benzene are the only products considered. The fraction¬ 

al conversion for this case was defined as 

X = 
moles Bz 

moles Bz + moles Cu 
-23- 

The volumetric flow rate QQ for this experiment was 60 cc/min (meas¬ 

ured at room temperature ), and the volume of the catalyst was taken as 

1 cc giving a space time T = 1.0 sec. 

The values of the apparent activation energy and of the preexponent¬ 

ial factor determined by linear regression of the data are 

Eact = 14.8 ± 0.9 kcal mole-^ -24- 

Z = 0.77 x 10^ sec-^ -25- 

therefore 
_ TliOC O 

k = 0.77 x 105 exp( "*■■ - ) sec-^ -26- 

Figure 12 also shows an Arrhenius plot for the dealkylation reaction, 

but in this case propylene, benzene, and ethylbenzene were considered as 

products of reaction. The fractional conversion in this instance was de¬ 

fined as 

moles Bz + moles EtBz 
X 

moles Bz + moles EtBz + moles Cu 
-27- 
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Figure 11. Arrhenius plot for the cumene de¬ 
alkylation, Propylene and benzene 
as products. 
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The conditions of QQ and V ^ were the same and the values obtained for 

Eact Z, detennined also by linear regression of the data, are 

Therefore 

k 

Eac1; = 15.1 ±0.9 kcal mole' 
-1 

Z = 2.12 x 105 sec-1 

O TO nn5 t 7587.3 . -1 2.12 x 10 exp(    ) sec 

-28- 

-29- 

-30- 

The difference in the values of the Arrhenius parameters is not 

really significant and might very well be within the experimental error. 

The preexponential factor is obtained from the intercept, which involves 

extrapolation of the data over a long distance and is subject to consid¬ 

erable uncertainty. 

In order to look a little deeper into the effect of considering 

other reaction products besides propylene and benzene, Figure 13 shows 

the product distribution with temperature for the dealkylation reaction. 

It can be seen that the amounts of ethyl benzene (and/or styrene, see 

page 26) are really negligible when compared with the produced amounts 

of benzene. Another interesting feature to be pointed out here is that 

while benzene starts forming at temperatures below 250°C, ethyl benzene 

is not formed appreciably until after 300°C. 

Since a catalytic reaction can operate under many and varied condi¬ 

tions, it is expected that these conditions can affect the mode of trans¬ 

port of the gaseous molecules through a porous structure, as is the case 

with silica-alumina. In the steady state, all steps in the series (be 

they transport, chemical reaction, etc. ) occur at the same rate. This 

does not mean that one step may be, in fact, the rate limiting 
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step. Thus, when the situation is that the "ease" of transport of the 

gaseous molecules is comparable with the "ease" of the surface chemical 

reaction, Hie observed kinetics may be influenced by both phenomena. It 

is therefore pertinent to consider them both and to examine the possibil¬ 

ity of being under a diffusion controlled regime. 

For the case of a porous catalyst, intraparticle diffusion is usually 

one of the factors to be considered and the criterion to discard diffusion 

effects is based upon (11,35) 

dn 1 R2 _ R2k 5 T 

dt c Dc Dc ‘ -
31- 

where in our case, is the rate of cracking per unit volume of cata- 

O 
lyst, in (moles/cm sec) 

3 
c is the concentration of reactant, in moles/cm 

R is the catalyst particle radius, in cm 

Dc is the effective diffusivity of cumene in the porous 

catalyst particle at the temperature of reaction, in cnr/sec. 

This criterion can also be stated in terms of the Thiele-like modul¬ 

us for spherical particle for a first order reaction, viz, 

*8 = = 
1
 -32‘ 

Such values of the Thiele-like modulus for spherical particles will 

render an effectiveness factor value of rKL, meaning no diffusion con¬ 

trol. 

To calculate <{>s we need to know the values of Dc, the effective dif¬ 

fusivity of cumene and the catalyst particle radius. Dc can be calcu¬ 

lated from (11) 
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l2 T h 
D„ = °H ( ) c “2 Mc To 

-33- 

if the effective diffusivity of ^ is known. Pratter and Lago (11) meas¬ 

ured D„ in a similar catalyst at TQ = 300°K and obtained = 7.0 x 

—3 z ^ 10 cm /sec. Plugging in the values for the molecular weights of Hj and 

cumene we get a value for Dc = 1.25 x 10“^cm^/sec at T = 573 K (300°C). 

The radius for the catalyst particles is obtained from the mesh size; 

thus, 

Mesh size ym Diameter, cm R, cm 

20 850 0.0850 0.0425 

40 425 0.0425 0.0213 

Using these values and that of the corresponding to the rate con¬ 

stant at 300°C, k = 0.3764 sec”\ we get 

<t> = 0.5439 for 20 mesh size, s 
(J>s = 0.1366 for 40 mesh size. 

Using a plot of n versus <J>_ for the isothermal case of a first ord- 

er reaction in sphere (35) we readily see that n is very close to unity 

indicating that no diffusion limiting factors are predominant. 

So far we have worked with the so-called pseudohomogeneous rate 

constant k, which may be influenced by diffusional limitations. However, 

now that we know diffusion effects are not limiting the rates, we can 

calculate the first order rate constant for the dealkylation reaction, 

k , from either the extensive rate equation 

rate = ks S.A. pc -34- 

2 
where S.A. is the surface area, in cm 9 
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or the intensive rate equation (per unit reactor volume) 

r 
c 

i * S « A» % k (  ) p 
s reactor volume c 

-35- 

The reactor volume can be obtained from the bed density pD (measured 

as described in the experimental part) and the weight of the catalyst 

3 
sample, so, reactor volume = 1.064 cm . 

Thus, 

k x reactor volume  

S.A. for 0.5 gm of catalyst 

0.3764 sec~^ x 1.064 cm2 x 2 

278 x 104 cm2 

2.88 x lO"^ cm/sec 

at 300°C. 

-36- 

-37- 

DEUTERIUM TRACER EXPERIMENTS 

The object of these experiments was to determine the number of hydro¬ 

gen atoms on the catalyst surface by exchange with deuterium atoms in 

CgDg, and to study the details of the exchange of cumene with a partially 

deuterated catalyst as a vay to find out some information about the mech¬ 

anism of this cracking reaction. 

Mass spectrometric analysis of the reaction product, benzene, pro¬ 

vided a measurement of the mole fraction, d^, of the hydrocarbon contain¬ 

ing i deuterium atoms per molecule, i.e., the relative content of each 

isotopic species CgDg, CgHDg, CgEy)^, etc. This is based upon the fact 

that when benzene was passed over the catalyst at the temperature range 

studied (300° to 380°C), there was apparently no chemical reaction, as 

only one peak was observed on the chromatogram. Similarly, when per- 

deuterated benzene (CgDg) was injected only one GLC peak was observed, 
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but mass spectral analysis of that benzene peak revealed t±iat extensive 

exchange had occurred between the catalyst hydrogen atoms and the hydro¬ 

carbon deuterium atoms. 

By comparing the isotopic distribution in the benzene product with 

that of the starting material, one can calculate the number of H or D 

atoms which underwent exchange during the reaction. For example, the 

average number of atoms exchanged by a heavy (perdeuterated) molecule 

with a catalyst surface originally containing no deuterium atoms can be 

determined from the following equation (29,30) 

. atoms exchanged . £ (n-i)d. 

molecule ^_g x -38- 

where n is the total number of (hydrogen + deuterium) atoms in the 

molecule. A similar equation exists for exchange into a molecule orig¬ 

inally containing no deuterium atoms, interacting with a deuterated 

catalyst surface, viz, 

n 
<j> = Sid. -39- 

i=0 

Thus, mass spectrometric analysis of benzene provides a measure of 

the relative content of the different isotopic species after interaction 

with the catalyst; the value of n in the above equation is equal to six. 

13 
Due to natural occurrence of C in hydrocarbons, a correction of the 

raw mass spectra result had to be made. 

The first step in our experiments was to deuterate the catalyst 

using for this purpose CgDg. After initial deuteration of the catalyst 

surface (partial deuteration by injection of six pulses of CgDg), the 

cracking reaction of cumene was carried out over this catalyst (inject- 
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ion of six pulses of CgH-^) an£^ a similar analysis of the benzene product 

was performed in the Mass Spectrometer. 

Figure 14 shows the deuterium distribution in benzene after exchange 

of the D atoms in six successive pulses of CgDg with the H atoms on the 

surface of the catalyst. In this figure the theoretical values for the 

exchange, obtained by assuming a statistical binomial distribution of 

deuterium, are represented by solid lines; experimental data points are 

also shown. The extensive degree to which the exchange occurred during 

the deuteration of the catalyst is evident. Figures 15 to 17 show the 

distribution in benzene after passage of each individual pulse of CgDg, 

and the theoretical binomial distribution for each one is also presented. 

The binomial distribution was calculated from 

f(x,n,0) = (x) ex(l-0)n_x ; x = 0,l,2,...,n -40- 

where f(x,n,0) is the probability of exactly x successes in n independent 

binomial trials with probability of success on a single trial equal to 0 

In our case, we identify x with i, i = 0,l,2,...,n; n=6 the total 

number of hydrogen atoms in the benzene molecule ; and 0, the probability 

of success on a single trial is related to the mean of a binomial expans¬ 

ion by the equation 

mean = <p = n0 -41- 

4> being the average number of atoms exchanged. 

When C-Dc is injected, the first term in the binomial expansion b b 

(x = 0) will correspond to no success and it will give the fraction of 

the dg species, i.e., no deuterium exchange. Consequently, the last 

tern of the expansion (x = 6) will correspond to dg or all deuterium 
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atoms exchanged. If we were to start with a nondeuterated species, i.e., 

CgR^ used for the last six pulses, the situation would be reversed. In 

summary we can write equations for the binomial distribution depending 

on the injected species as follows 

f(i,6,<{>/6) = (?) ((fr/S)1 (1-<J>/6)6_X -42- 

for injection of CgH]_2» and 

f(i,6,4>/6) = (?) (<j)/6)6-1 (lHfr/6)1 -43- 

for injection of CgDg. 

For all the pulses injected, either CgDg for the deuteration of the 

catalyst or CgH-^ for the exchange during cracking, a parameter E which 

measures the cumulative number of atoms exchanged was obtained from 

equations -44- in the case of injection of C6D6’ and -45- in the case of 

injection of CgH^* 

total # atoms exchanged 
pulse 

total # atoms exchanged 
pulse 

E being the summation of these values over the number of pulses injected. 

In Equation -45-, where E measures the cumulative number of atoms (or 

surface atoms) exchanged when cumene was injected, a factor of 2 appears. 

This is so because of our assumption that cumene suffered the same type 

of exchange as benzene did, namely, rapid exchange or scrambling until 

statistical equilibrium. Now, benzene, which was the compound analyzed 

for deuterium content, contains only half the number of hydrogen atoms 

# of Bz molecules 

2 <J> 

pulse of CgDg 

# of Cu molecules 
pulse of CgH^ j 

-44- 

-45- 
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as cumene. Table III gives results to support this approximation, and 

later in the text we will treat this subject in more detail. 

Tables XV to VII show the results for the deuteration of the cata¬ 

lyst, and Tables VIII to XT give the results for the recovery of deuter¬ 

ium from idle catalyst surface when the cracking reaction was carried out. 

The inverse of the cumulative number of surface atoms (H or D) exchanged, 

1/E is also tabulated. The significance of this parameter arises from 

the assumption that exchange reactions are considered reversible and that 

the exchange equilibrium is achieved for each pulse. A linear relation¬ 

ship between 1/FN and 1/E allows one to determine the total number of H 

atoms on the surface of the catalyst, and also the number of D atoms that 

can be recovered from the surface (see Appendix I). The deuterium ex¬ 

change experiments were carried out at four different temperatures. 

Figures 18 to 25 show tihe average number of atoms exchanged per 

molecule, 4>, and the cumulative number of H or D atoms exchanged between 

the catalyst and the hydrocarbon after passage of successive pulses of 

CgDg and cumene over the catalyst at the four different temperatures 

used. 

Figures 26 and 27 show the linear plots of the reciprocal of the 

cumulative number of atoms exchanged and the inverse of the pulse number 

at the four temperatures for the cases of injection of pulses of C D 
b 5 

and CgH^, respectively. This linear relationship is demonstrated in 

Appendix I, and the values of 1/EM were calculated by linear regression 

fitting of the data. 

Taking cognizance of the magnitude of the experimental and extrapo¬ 

lation errors involved in the calculations of the values of the recipro- 
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TABLE III 

Isotopic Composition of Products in Microcatalytic 

Tracer Experiments^ 

In- Meas- 
jected ured 

FN2 
spe¬ 
cies 

spe¬ 
cies ■ d0 dl d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 ♦ 

1 C6D6 
Bz 0.03 0.10 0.20 0.24 0.19 0.10 0.03 2.70 

2 C6D6 
Bz 0.01 0.04 0.12 0.24 0.30 0.23 0.08 2.21 

3 C6DS 
Bz — 0.01 0.05 0.16 0.29 0.32 0.17 1.65 

4 
Ve 

Bz — — 0.02 0.10 0.25 0.38 0.26 1.30 

5 C D 
6 6 

Bz — — 0.01 0.06 0.18 0.40 0.35 1.00 

6 C6D6 
Bz — — 0.01 0.04 0.15 0.38 0.42 0.82 

7 
C9H12 

Bz 0.15 0.29 0.28 0.17 0.07 0.02 0.01 1.80 

Cu 0.09 0.16 0.21 0.18 0.14 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.01 3.02 

8 
Sfia 

Bz 0.42 0.37 0.16 0.04 0.01 — — 0.85 

Cu 0.31 0.33 0.20 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.01 ~ — — 1.32 

9 Bz 0.63 0.30 0.06 0.01 — — — 0.43 

Cu 0.53 0.32 0.11 0.03 — — — — — — 0.63 

10 C9»12 
Bz 0.75 0.22 0.03 — — — — 0.28 

11 C<Pl2 
Bz 0.73 0.24 0.03 — — — — 0.30 

12 C<h2 
Bz 0.75 0.23 0.02 — — — — 0.27 

1 T = 598 K. 

2 CgH^2 VEiS analyzed for three pulses only, i.e., 7th, 8th, and 9th. 
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TABLE IV 

Isotopic Tracer Results. Injection of CgDg. T = 578 K. 

FN 1/FN ^/-atoms exch.) 
molecule 

S x 10"19 1/E x 1020 

1 1.00 2.51 3.158 3.166 

2 0.50 2.10 5.801 1.724 

3 0.33 1.67 7.902 1.265 

4 0.25 1.47 9.752 1.025 

5 0.20 1.24 11.312 0.884 

6 0.17 1.02 12.596 0.794 

1/E = 0.3136 x 10~20 
OO 

; E = 3.1887 x J OO 
1020 

TABLE V 

Isotopic Tracer Results. Injection of CgDg. T = : 598 K. 

FN 1/FN 
,, atoms exch. 

*** molecule 
-19 

E x 10 13 1/E x 1020 

1 1.00 2.70 3.397 2.943 

2 0.50 2.21 6.178 1.619 

3 0.33 1.65 8.254 1.211 

4 0.25 1.30 9.890 1.011 

5 0.20 1.00 11.149 0.897 

6 0.17 0.82 12.180 0.821 

1 /lœ - 0.3745 x 10"20 ; E^ 20 2.6703 x 10 
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TABLE VI 

Isotopic Tracer Results. Injection of CgDg. T = 628 K. 

PN i/m 
atoms exch.j 
molecule 

-19 
I x 10 13 1/Z x 1020 

1 1.00 2.86 3.599 2.779 

2 0.50 1.92 6.015 1.663 

3 0.33 1.40 7.776 1.286 

4 0.25 1.20 9.286 1.077 

5 0.20 1.03 10.582 0.945 

6 0.17 0.91 11.727 0.853 

1/Zœ = 0.4968 x 10“20 ; £ = 2.0130 7 OO 
x 1020 

TABLE VII 

Isotopic Tracer Results. Injection of CgDg. T = 653 K. 

PN 1/PN 
.^atcms exch. j 
? molecule 

Z x 10”19 1/Z x 102° 

1 1.00 3.32 4.178 2.394 

2 0.50 2.40 7.197 1.389 

3 0.33 1.67 9.300 1.075 

4 0.25 1.20 10.809 0.925 

5 0.20 0.92 11.966 0.836 

6 0.17 0.73 12.885 0.776 

!/£„, = 0.4383 x 10'20 
20 

5 2.2818 x 10 
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TABLE VIII 

Isotopic Tracer Results. Injection of CpH1.. T = 578 K. 

FN 1/FN 
.atoms exch.. 

^ molecule 
-19 

E x 10 1/E x 1020 

1 1.00 1.09 1.883 5.311 

2' 0.50 . 0.59 2.902 3.446 

3 0.33 0.31 3.438 2.909 

4 0.25 0.22 3.818 2.620 

5 0.20 0.15 4.077 2.453 

6 0.17 0.11 4.267 2.344 

1/E. = 1.7270 x 10"20 ; I = 0.5791 x 10 * OO 

20 

TABLE IX 

Isotopic Tracer Results. Injection of CgH^* T = 598 K. 

PN 1/PM 
.atoms exch.j 
molecule 

E x 10'19 1/E x 1020 

1 1.00 1.80 3.109 3.216 

2 0.50 0.85 4.578 2.185 

3 0.33 0.43 5.320 1.880 

4 0.25 0.28 5.804 1.723 

5 0.20 0.30 6.322 1.582 

6 0.17 0.27 6.789 1.473 

1/E 
OO 

= 1.1751 x 10"20 ; E = 0.8510 
OO 

x 1020 
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TABLE X 

Isotopic Tracer Results. Injection of CgR^* T = 628 K. 

FN 1/FN ^ at ans exch. 

molecule 
S x 10"19 1/Z x 1020 

1 1.00 2.88 4.975 2.010 

2 0.50 1.28 7.186 1.392 

3 0.33 0.79 8.551 1.170 

4 0.25 0.46 9.345 1.070 

5 0.20 0.35 9.950 1.005 

6 0.17 0.23 10.347 0.966 

i/zœ = 0.7558 x 10'20 ; l = 1.3232 
OO 

xlO20 

TABLE XI 

Isotopic Tracer Results. Injection of CgR^,- T = 653 K. 

PN l/FN 
..atoms exch.. 

<P'- molecule * I x 10“19 1/2 x 1020 

1 1.00 1.75 3.023 3.308 

2 0.50 1.29 5.251 1.904 

3 0.33 0.76 6.564 1.523 

4 0.25 0.53 7.480 1.337 

5 0.20 0.25 7.911 1.264 

6 0.17 0.58 8.913 1.122 

I/ï„ = 0.6856 x 10“2° ; = 1.4585 
,n20 x 10 
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cal of the cumulative number of atoms exchanged at infinite number of 

pulses, we can assert that this number is essentially independent of the 

temperature at which the exchange occurs. So, the mean value of is 

Zœ = 2.54±0.50x 1020 atoms exchanged -46- 

The value determined for the most probable error came from statis¬ 

tical considerations only, but we feel it has little practical signifi¬ 

cance. What we consider of importance is the order of iragnitude of the 

variable. The values of obtained from the exchange during dealkyla¬ 

tion of cumene over the partially deuterated catalyst are in all in¬ 

stances smaller than the average value of obtained from CgDg. This 

is what we expected since not all the original H atoms on the catalyst 

had been exchanged after passage of the six pulses of CgDg. 

If we now make use of the average value of £œ as the number of H 

atoms on this catalyst sample, we can determine the concentration of 

H atoms on the surface of the catalyst.- Using the value of the surface 

area of half a gram of catalyst, we have 

H 
atoms 

cm 0.5 S.A. (cm ) 
1.8 x 10 

14 H atoms 

cm 

Furthermore, the area per H atom is 

area 

H atom 
54.76 

H atom 

-47- 

-48- 

Finally we can calculate the turnover frequency, T.F., i.e., the 

number of molecules cracked per H atom per second initially, at the 

various temperatures used for the dealkylation reaction. These values 

will be given by 
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T.F. 
n_ Wo,T 

00 

-49- 

where QEOO,T is the initial rate of reaction, at the beginning of the 

catalyst bed, and equal to the pseudohomogeneous rate constant by virtue 

of Equation -19- 

^ = k(l-X) or Æ)v . = k -19- dx dx X-O 

n,-, in Equation -49- is the initial number of cumene molecules injected 

and is equal to 8.6369 x 10^. is the mean value of H atoms on the 

surface of this catalyst sample (half a gram). 

Thus, 

' (°K) V 
homo T.F. 

578 0.4221 0.0145 

598 0.6548 0.0223 

628 1.2004 0.0408 

653 1.9064 0.0648 

Earlier in the text we mentioned our assumption that cumene suf¬ 

fered the same type of exchange as. benzene did, namely, rapid exchange 

or scrambling until statistical equilibrium. However, in the cumene 

molecule two general classes of hydrogen atoms are present: ring hydro¬ 

gen atoms and chain (alkyl) hydrogen atoms. Thus, we might expect a 

certain difference in the exchange rates of these two groups of hydrogen 

atoms with the deuterium atoms at the surface of catalyst. 

Figure 28a shows the fragmentation pattern of a blank sample of 
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Relative 
Intensity 

60 , 80 
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cumene at a nominal ionizing voltage of 10 volts. This pattern reflects 

the main features of the fragmentation patterns reported in API Research 

Project 44 at ionizing voltages of 50 and 75 volts. The differences 

between them are the shifting of the base peak from 120 m/e (parent 

peak) for the low voltage pattern to 105 m/e for the high voltage one 

and the absence of ring cleavage at low ionizing voltage. Our experiment 

al spectrum was started at an accelerating voltage of 1200 volts 

(-m/e = 30). 

Figures 28b and 29a,b show the fragmentation patterns of samples of 

unreacted cumene after passage of three successive pulses of CgH^ over 

a partially deuterated catalyst. It is clear from these patterns that 

the exchange occurred to an extensive degree. At least 11 peaks (before 

correction due to natural occurrence of ^C) are observable in the m/e 

region from 120 m/e to 131 m/e, i.e., ^g^]_2-i^i sPec^es> i = 0,1,2,...,12 

Also, exchange of hydrogen atoms in number exceeding the ring H atoms is 

observed for the Cg species (105 m/e). The benzene species portion is 

seen here because some traces of product benzene were unavoidably col¬ 

lected in the sample tubes as was some CO2 from air. 

In spite of the extensive degree of the exchange of the cumene mole¬ 

cule, the deuterium distribution does not satisfy exactly a statistical 

binomial distribution because of the different rates of exchange of the 

ring hydrogen atoms (faster exchange) and chain hydrogen atoms. Even 

more, there are differences among the hydrogen chain atoms as well as 

among the ring atoms. 

In the Cg portion of the patterns (40 m/e), peaks corresponding to 

nasses (m/e ratios) higher than 43 (with exception of m/e = 44 mainly 
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Figure 29. Mass spectra of cumene (unreacted) passed 
over the deuterated catalyst (a) PN 8 and 
(h) PN 9. Ionizing voltage: 10 v. 
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due to CC^) were not observed indicating that the degree of exchange in 

the C3 part of the cumene molecule did not occur extensively. 

Figures 30 and 31 show the deuterium distribution in cumene and in 

benzene, respectively, and how they are compared with the binomial dis¬ 

tribution after the passage of the 7th and 8th pulses over a deuterated 

catalyst. We can observe that the individual fittings are good. How¬ 

ever, if we look at hydrogen: deuterium ratio (H/D) for each compound in 

these two pulses we note a certain difference. 

FN 7 <H/D)Bz 
= 2,33 (H/D)Cu = 2*97 

PN 8 (H/D)BZ = 6.06 
(H/D)Cu = 8’09 

The difference between the H/D ratios for successive pulse becomes 

greater. This fact can be explained arguing that as we increase the 

pulse number, the amount of deuterium available from the surface de¬ 

creases and consequently the cumene molecule is disfavored during the 

exchange. 

RADIOACTIVE TRACER EXPERIMENTS 

Tracer experiments with radioactive ^C were carried out to examine 

the reversibility of the overall dealkylation reaction. At the same 

time these tracer experiments allowed us to determine thermodynamic 

properties of this process. 

The results of the radioactive tracer experiments using a mixture 

of benzene-^C and cumene are shown in Figures 32 and 33. The activity 

per unit area in a total time of 40 minutes for products benzene and 

cumene is shown as a function of the percent conversion (% conv) of 

cumene to products. The activity was calculated from the number of 

counts in the LSC (corrected by subtracting from the gross count of a 
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sample the value corresponding to- a blank sample) divided by the appro¬ 

priate chromatographic area. The values of the percent conversion used 

in these figures take into account the initial amount of benzene present 

(as benzene-^C), mainly 21%. 

The activity for benzene decreases as percent conversion increases, 

due to the dilution effect that occurred as more benzene was produced by 

the reaction. The activity for benzene, in all cases, shows a trend to 

a stabilized value, presumably the equilibrium value, that is dependent 

on the Bz-^CcCu ratio in the starting mixture at the given temperature. 

What is important to consider is the fact that the activity of cumene 

maintains a zero or almost zero value until the conversion becomes high 

indicating that the reverse reaction (alkylation) does not occur to any 

considerable extent. 

Experimentally, it was very difficult to achieve degrees of conver¬ 

sion greater than those shown in the figures, as we increased the contact 

time of the reactant with the catalyst. This observation suggested that 

the reaction was essentially at equilibrium. Figures 34 and 35 show 

plots of % conversion against the contact time T(W/Qq) where the conver¬ 

sion percentage has been corrected by subtracting the initial "percent 

of conversion", i.e., the amount of benzene initially present was sub¬ 

tracted for each sample. They show that at each tenperature an "equili¬ 

brium" value of conversion was almost achieved. 

Bearing in mind that we can calculate the equilibrium conversion at 

any tenperature (provided we know the cumene partial pressure) and hence 

some thermodynamic properties of this process, we made use of the mathe¬ 

matical formulation given in Appendix II to achieve these goals. There, 
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we postulate a model of a reversible reaction of first order and neglect 

any change in volume. The results are shown in Figure 36 where the 

reciprocal of fractional conversion is plotted against the reciprocal of 

contact time. The intercepts are the values of reciprocal equilibrium 

conversions for each temperature. The fitting of the data to a straight 

line is quite satisfactory. 

Considering now the equilibrium reaction 

C JÎ, „  >- C A+ C,He 
9 12 ■«  6 6 3 6 

we can express the equilibrium constant as 

= 
PC

6
H
6 
PC

3H6 

PC9H12 

-50- 

-51- 

or in terms of fractional conversion at equilibrium 

„2 

K = Cl-xe) -52- 

and 

PC
3
H
12 

PC
9
H
12. 

PC
3
H
6 

= P°6H6 

(1-Xe) and 

C9H12 

If we assume stoichiometric formation of CgHg and CgHg, as indi¬ 

cated by the chemical reaction, the above equations result. 

In Table II we tabulated the theoretical values of the equilibrium 

conversion for the dealkylation of cumene as function of initial pres¬ 

sure of cumene and temperature. So, by using the experimental value ob- 
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tained for the equilibrium conversion at a given temperature we can 

determine at what initial pressure of cumene we are performing this re¬ 

action. Using the experimental data given in Appendix II at T = 350°C, 

for example, (conv) = 0.8131 and from Table II this corresponds to 

?r M =0.05 atm (38 mm Hg). Appendix II also tabulates the results 
L
9
H
12JO 

for the equilibrium constants at each temperature using the expressions 

given above. 

The standard Gibbs free energy AG° can be calculated from 

Nf = -RT In Kgq -53- 

Using the temperature coefficient of the equilibrium constant, given 

by the vant Hoff's expression 

dlnK _ AH° 

dT rt2 

and assuming AH° is constant over the range of temperature studied, this 

property can also be determined. Figure 37 shows the results of a plot 

of In K versus 1/T. e4 

Finally, we can obtain the value of the standard entropy of the re¬ 

action from 

AS 
o AH° - AGP 

T 
-55- 

Table XII summarizes the value of all these properties. The values 

are in good agreement with the theoretical values calculated from stand¬ 

ard properties of formation of the individual compounds participating in 

the reaction. The value of AH° is somewhat lower than the theoretical 

one (17.54 kcal mole-^ compared with 22-23 kcal mole“^) but we must re¬ 

call the assumption made of independence of AH° with temperature and 
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TABLE XII 

Thermodynamic Properties for the Equilibrium Reaction^- 

C6H5 C3H7 <  — ^6 + C3H6 

** 
o O
 

Xeq 
Keq, atm ^Keq G°, kcal mole”-*- 

325 0.7282 9.75 x 10~2 -2.3274 2.77 

350 0.8131 1.77 x 10"1 -1.7323 2.14 

375 0.8745 3.05 x 10"1 -1.1885 1.53 

400 0.8744 3.04 x 10"1 -1.1895 1.59 

AH° = 17.54 kcal mole”^; AS° = 24.71 cal mole ^degree-^. 

1 
All thermodynamic properties have been calculated on the assumption 
that the gases behave ideally. 
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also the fact that experimentally we have,occurring simultaneously with 

the cracking process, reactions that may affect this value, e.g., coke 

formation, isomerizations, alkylation, etc. The values of the thermo¬ 

dynamic properties for the 400°C do not agree with the theoretical 

values. We suspect that diffusion phenomena might have influenced 

these results and we will consider it in the discussion. 



IV. DISCUSSION 

In this thesis work we have presented results of experiments regard¬ 

ing the deactivation of a silica-alumina catalyst during the dealkyla¬ 

tion of cumene; kinetic parameters based upon the assumption of a first 

order behavior with respect to reactant cumene; deuterium isotope tracer 

studies; and the reversibility of the dealkylation reaction by means of 

radioactive tracer compounds. 

Based upon these results and the review of the literature discussed 

in Section I, we would like to outline certain ideas and schemes concern¬ 

ing the cracking of iso-propyl benzene on silica-alumina catalysts. We 

will also discuss here the nature of the active sites responsible for the 

catalyst activity and criticize some of the traditional assumptions 

about the mechanism of this classical test reaction for acid cracking 

catalysts. 

The discussion will be divided into several parts. The first one 

will be concerned with the deactivation or aging of the catalyst and the 

kinetics of the reaction. The second and third parts will deal with 

the results and implications of the deuterium tracer studies and the 

nature of the active sites. The fourth part will involve a discussion 

about the reversibility of the cumene cracking reaction in view of the 

radioactive tracer results and thermodynamic considerations. Finally, 

we will discuss a probable mechanism for this reaction in light of all 

the considerations mentioned above. 

DEACTIVATION OF THE CATALYST AND KINETICS 

We have found that in this pulse system the decay of the catalyst 

follows an empirical first order equation with respect to the initial 
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activity, that is, the initial fractional conversion, X, of cumene to 

products, viz, 

d(PN) “ X X '56_ 

This initial activity is a function of the temperature, as seen in 

Figure 6, and we can assume that it is a function of the fraction of 

surface sites that remains unpoisoned as well. This equation does not 

appear to hold over the entire range, for it would predict zero conver¬ 

sion at infinite pulse number. In contrast, the data tend to "line out" 

or stabilize at a fairly constant conversion, Xe, which is a function of 

temperature. Furthermore, it predicts that k is not a function of tem¬ 

perature. Integration of the equation given above with boundary condi¬ 

tions X = at PN = 1, yields an equation that allows the calculation 

of k, the constant of the deactivation process. 

In X = In X1 - k(PN-l) -57- 

Of course, X varies with temperature. Assuming an Arrhenius type depen¬ 

dence on the temperature for k, we can then obtain an activation energy 

for the deactivation process by determining k at various X^'s, or at 

various T’s, even though k was assumed to be independent of T. Thus, 

k has the value 

k = 1.44 x 1(T2 exp (-’||—5) ; 

where the Eact is 

Eacrt; = - 1.34 kcal mole
-^ . 

This value of -1.34 kcal/mole is indeed near zero, as the enpiri- 

nal Equation -13- predicts. The small positive slope (or negative acti- 
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vation energy) in the Arrhenius expression indicates that deactivation 

is faster at lower temperatures, i.e., the steady state with respect to 

deactivation is reached faster at lower temperatures. It should be 

again stressed that the activation energy reported for this process is 

quite snail. Now, in order to give an explanation to these results, we 

will first discuss what was found by Wojciechoski's work (13-20,42). 

Testing Wojciechoski's model (13,42) of catalyst decay as a func¬ 

tion of time-on-stream, Campbell and Wojciechoski (15) and Best and 

Wojciechoski (16,20) found experimentally that the catalyst they used 

(La-Y zeolite) showed a deactivation pattern that allowed its classifi¬ 

cation as a catalyst Class II or N = 1 (N is one of the aging parameters 

of Wojciechoski's theory, as defined by Equation -11- in this work). If 

the normally accepted assumption by Corrigan (10-12) that the cracking 

reaction of cumene occurs on a single site, then m, the number of active 

sites lost in the deactivation event, should be equal to 2. In (15,16, 

20) it was argued that a value of m = 2 indicates that the deactivation 

occurs by a Hinshelwood mechanism in which two sites are lost in every 

deactivation event, or it proceeds by adsorption of a poison on two 

sites. An analysis (15,16,20) of the other aging parameter G (also de¬ 

fined in Equation -11-) shows that it behaves in a similar way to the k, 

defined in our case, that is, it decreases as temperature increases. 

However, G contains two terms that are dependent on the temperature, and 

if the rate constant for deactivation is to behave in a typical manner 

to the rate constants (k^ should increase when increasing T), the other 

temperature dependent term, [P], concentration of poison, must have a 

larger exponential term, such that 
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= const = const' exp(|^£-) -58- 

and (g-p) < 0. 

If [P] is given by an expression derived by assuming a two-site 

Hinshelwood mechanism and knowing (49) that the heats of adsorption of 

propylene, benzene, and cumene increase in this order, then cumene has 

to be the poisoning agent and not any of the reaction products, benzene 

or propylene. 

In view of their similar behavior, we can draw a parallel between 

our observed deactivation rate constant k and Woj ciechoski ' s aging 

parameter G. Furthermore, we can arrive to the same conclusions provid¬ 

ed that our catalyst belongs to Class II (N = 1) according to Wojciecho- 

ski's theory. So, making the assumption of single site adsorption of 

the reactant, m, the number of active sites lost per deactivating event 

is equal to 2, and the decay should take place by a mechanism like the 

one described above with cumene being the poisoning agent. There is 

still a possibility, as suggested by Pratter and Lago (11), that the 

deactivation process might be the consequence of impurities in the 

reactant cumene. As mentioned earlier (see page 42) our analysis 

did not reveal the presence of such impurities; moreover, the results 

of our experiments with different "kinds" of cumene show that the decay 

is still present in the case of purified cumene. These results argue 

against an impurity as the source of deactivation. 

Another interesting result from our study on the decay of catalyst 

is the one regarding the stabilization of the catalyst at degree of con¬ 

version approximately equal to two-thirds the initial conversion at all 
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temperatures. This suggests that the same fraction of surface sites 

has been deactivated. Voorhies (43) in a study on the cracking of an 

East Texas Gas Oil on a fresh silica-alumina catalyst, observed that the 

deposited carbon on the catalyst, after a given period of time and at 

a given temperature, was relatively independent of the feed rate of the 

gas oil, hexadecane, or decalin. This means that when a given feed is 

cracked at different flow rates at a given temperature and process per¬ 

iod, the coke on the catalyst is relatively constant. This fact in turn 

would mean that significant kinetic results could be derived once this 

stage or "plateau” has been achieved. 

Knowing that significant results can be obtained from a stabilized 

catalyst, we have reported Arrhenius parameters in agreement with a 

first order kinetics scheme with respect to reactant cumene. The pulse 

technique using a microcatalytic reactor presents some inconveniences 

when the determination of kinetic parameters is concerned (44). These 

inconveniences arise because of the uncertainties involved in knowing 

the actual partial pressures of reactants and products, which change 

continuously through the bed; it must also be added that adsorption on 

the catalyst is not a simple process. The contact time is not known 

with certainty since the initial pulse is distorted because the bed 

acts as a small chromatographic column. However, -this fact can be used 

to propose a mechanism for the surface reaction if we accept that it is 

the rate limiting step in the cracking process, i.e., diffusion phenom¬ 

ena are not controlling and adsorption and desorption equilibria are 

quickly reached. 

Thus, a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism can explain our kinetic re- 
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suits, assuming single site adsorption for the reactant cumene in agree¬ 

ment with the literature (10-12,14-16,20) and weakly adsorbed products. 

So, the rate is given by 

rate 0 k2KCuPCu 
•2 Cu ‘ 1 + 

-59- 

Having a dispersion phenomenon of the reactant through the catalyst 

bed, as we have described, we can safely say that the reactant pressure 

will be low and the degree of coverage of the surface small, simplifying 

the expression to 

rate = k p„ = k K„ -60- 
obs^Cu 2 Cuf Cu 

where the observed rate constant is the product of the true rate constant 

times the adsorption equilibrium constant of cumene. Using the 

Arrhenius expression 

3In k_ 3In K, 
 + Cu -61- 
3T 3T 

, = E - X„ -62- 
obs true Cu 

where X^ is the heat of adsorption of cumene. Therefore, the true acti¬ 

vation energy for the cracking reaction would be the addition of the 

observed activation energy plus the heat of adsorption of cumene. 

Pansing and Malloy (45) have reported a value of X^ equal to 6.4 

kcal/mole which added to our observed activation energy gives as a re¬ 

sult for the true activation energy E^g = 21.4 kcal mole“-k This 

value is in good agreement with values reported in the literature (12,14, 

3 In k 
obs 

3T 

or in terms of energies 
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16,20,45) on similar catalysts. A mechanism as the one proposed here is 

similar to mechanisms proposed by Pratter and Lago (11) and Wojciechoski 

and co-workers (14,16,20). 

In this work we have reported that benzene and propylene are not 

the only products of the cracking reaction. Small, but detectable, amounts 

of ethyl benzene have been reported as well as the Arrhenius parameters 

when this product is considered in the calculation of the fractional con¬ 

version of cumene to products. In (18) it was reported the presence of 

at least 60 products in the cumene cracking reaction. The implications 

of the presence of ethyl benzene among the reaction products will be dis¬ 

cussed in greater detail when we deal with the nature of the active 

centers on the catalyst. 

DEUTERIUM TRACER RESULTS 

One of the first conclusions that can be reached from the results 

of the experiments with deuterium tracers is that the H-D exchange is 

very fast and that it approaches statistical scrambling. It is known 

(38) that this exchange occurs at temperatures below the temperatures 

required for the cracking, which gives support to the hypothesis that 

the H (or D) atoms are removed or added to the hydrocarbon with great 

facility. This is required in a carbonium ion or radical mechanism and 

suggests that the rate limiting step for the process should not be the 

cleavage of the C-H bond. Also, by the use of stable isotopes it has 

been noted that what appeared to be a relatively simple heterogeneous 

catalytic reaction involves, in fact, a complicated mechanism. All C-H 

and catalyst-H bonds appear to be very labile under the reaction con¬ 

ditions. 
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The mathematical derivation given in Appendix I supplies the tools 

needed for the calculation of the number of H atoms that can be exchanged 

(H atoms on the surface). We obtained a value of = 2.54 x 10^ per 

0.5 gm of catalyst, and this number was used to calculate the number of 

H atoms per area of catalyst, viz 

1.8 x 1014 H atoms or 1.8 x 1018 JLA1?”?- 
cm^ 

This number compares favorably with values of number of active sites 

reported in the literature. It is larger than the number of sites per 

nr given by Pratter and Lago (11) and Horton and Maatman (12) for similar 

catalysts. We must say, however, that the number of sites reported by 

these authors, derived from the absolute rate theory, is dependent on 

the reaction temperature (see Equation -6- of this work) whereas in our 

case we have that the number of active sites is independent on the reac¬ 

tion tenperature (see Fig. 26). We do believe, however, that the H atom 

concentration must be a function of the pretreatment tenperature as sug¬ 

gested by Hall et al. (24). On the other hand, the number of active 

sites is smaller than the one reported by Best and Wojciechoski (16) for 

a La-Y zeolite which seems obvious since this latter catalyst is a more 

active one. One last point in reference to the works of Pratter and 

Lago (11) and Horton and Maatman (12) is that these authors used silica- 

alumina catalysts with lower percentages of aluminum, 10% A1 (11) and 

impregnated catalysts of low A1 content and a cogelled catalyst (10% Al) 

(12). It can be argued that a lower content of Al means a lower concen¬ 

tration of hydroxyl groups on the surface of the catalyst, which in turn 

means a lower number of H atoms available for exchange. Besides, since 
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BQ (number of active sites according to these authors) is a function of 

the temperature, BQ is then a measure of the number of centers used 

during reaction at a given temperature, whereas Iœ counts all the sites 

(BrzSnsted) susceptible of participation in the cracking if this process 

is to use these centers (Bnztasted sites). Therefore, E would be an 

upper limit to the number of active sites. This effect can be noted in 

Figure 27 which indicates that the cracking reaction used a smaller 

number of centers and also the Zoo values obtained therein are dependent 

on the temperature. 

Our study on the relative distribution of deuterium in cumene shows 

that the exchange occurs very rapidly and in number (per molecule) that 

exceeds the number of ring H atoms. This relative distribution can be 

fit to a statistical binomial distribution, but however, the H-D ex¬ 

change in the ring portion of the molecule is faster (or larger for a 

given period of time) than the exchange in the chain giving weight to a 

carbinium ion mechanism. This fact was also observed by Galeski (29) on 

a silica-magnesia catalyst; he noted that the propylene initially ob¬ 

tained was not exchanged. 

NATURE OF THE ACTIVE SITES 

As we mentioned in the Introduction section, a carbonium ion mechan¬ 

ism is the commonly accepted mechanism to explain the catalytic cracking 

of iso-propyl benzene. Our stable isotope studies also agree with this. 

Two mechanisms for the formation of carbonium ions are generally 

accepted (38,46) 

a. Donation of a proton to a double bond 

\ + H ® (Brztasted site) 
-C- 

! 
H 

n 

© 
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b. Abstraction of a hydride from a saturated hydrocarbon 

molecule 

I I - H ® (Lewis site) I / 
— C C-H  •* —C C 

il I 

As we mentioned in the Introduction, it has been established that 

if the ring exchange is faster (or bigger for a given period) than chain 

exchange, a carbonium ion mechanism due to the addition of a proton to 

a double bond in the ring is favored. Considerations with respect to 

the stabilization by resonance of the carbonium ion so formed give sup¬ 

port to this model, 

The same argument (resonance) has been given to support the anti- 

Markonikov' s addition as suggested by Thomas (9). 

In view of the elevated number of Brztasted sites as evidenced by 

the stable isotope experiments, it is safe to think, in principle, that 

these Brdnsted sites are the responsible centers for the catalytic 

activity in the cracking of cumene. Best and Wojciechoski (18) in their 

exhaustive study on the identification of the primary and secondary pro¬ 

ducts of this reaction arrived at the same conclusion. Even more, the 

unquestionable presence of Lewis active sites is referred to by these 

authors as being responsible for the production of some secondary pro¬ 

ducts, such as is the case of ethylbenzene. It is easy for us now to 
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give an adequate explanation to the formation in small quantities of 

this compound and to its higher activation energy as evidenced by 

Figure 13. In (18) experiments were conducted where the temperature of 

regeneration of the catalyst was increased (Lewis acid sites increase 

and BrvSnsted acid sites remain constant before decreasing), and it was 

found that the selectivity of those compounds suspected to be formed by 

a mechanism using Lewis acid sites increased. Conversely, the selectiv¬ 

ity of those initiated by a protonic addition decreased. 

The suggested mechanism for the formation of the reaction products 

are then 

1. Formation of benzene and propylene 

CH„ - CH = CH, 
2. Formation of ethyl benzene 
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In the second step of the mechanism for the formation of ethyl ben¬ 

zene, the nucleophilic attack of the benzene ring must take place before 

a migration of a hydride occurs on the alkyl group, in which case di- 

iso-propyl benzene would be produced (it is unlikely that di-iso-propyl 

benzene is formed this way as the resultant ion would be a phenonium ion). 

In the last step the elimination of a proton produces styrene, but this 

product is thermodynamically unfavored (18) and the addition of a hydride 

ion from the adsorption site seems more probable. We mention again that 

our analysis never showed the presence of a compound such as cymene. 

REVERSIBILITY OF THE DEALKYLATION REACTION 

It appears that the interpretation of the results of the studies of 

reversibility of the cumene cracking reaction by means of radioactive 

tracers is straightforward. The results shown in Figures 32 and 33 give 

support to the hypothesis that the reaction occurs reversibly when high 

temperatures and low pressures are used. The thermodynamic analysis 

based upon a model of reversible first order reactions at equilibrium 

agrees reasonably with the theory. The difference between the value of 

the heat of reaction reported here and the enthalpy of reaction calcu¬ 

lated from the heats of formation of the compounds can be explained by 

taking into account the presence of parallel or secondary reactions to¬ 

gether with the cracking. Data taken close to equilibrium are in good 

agreement with our model. For the calculation of Keq we made use of an 

approximate value of the initial pressure of cumene corresponding to 

0.05 atm. If the initial dispersion of the reactant pulse is considered 

to be Gaussian (44) or rectangular top (47,48), the low value of the 

initial pressure is acceptable. Also, this initial pulse distribution 
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would give support to our assumption that the density of the system did 

not change in the derivation of the first order kinetics since the high 

value of 1die ratio P /P for each pulse at total pressure = 167 atm. 

Finally, it is worth pointing out that from studies with radioactive 

isotopes it is possible to obtain the rate constant for the forward re¬ 

action, since the slope of the plot 1/X versus 1/t is equal to 1/k^ (see 

Appendix II); and these results also compare favorably with the results 

obtained from the kinetic studies. For example, at 325°C, k^ = 0.3188 

sec“^ from idle radioactive isotope experiment at that temperature and at 

325°C 

k = 0.77 x 105 exp(- Equation -26- 
598 

k = 0.3061 sec”^ 

In Figure 36 the behavior of 1/x versus 1/t at 400°C is not what was 

expected, since both the slope and intercept were out of line with values 

obtained at lower temperatures. .This is likely due to kinetic disguise 

brought about by the onset of diffusional control at the fast rate ob¬ 

served at the higher temperature. 

REACTION MECHANISM 

Two main reaction mechanistic schemes have been principally used to 

explain the dealkylation reaction: Pratter and Lagp (11) and Wojciecho- 

ski and collaborators (14-16,18,20). The difference between these two 

mechanisms is the adsorption of all the compounds on the surface assumed 

in the A mechanism of Campbell and Wojciechoski (14). Our findings are 

in agreement with these two schemes in a general manner, but certain 
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discrepancies exist with respect to the deactivation of the catalyst in 

our case and the deactivation of the catalyst’ as suggested by Pratter 

and Lago (11). On the other hand, we bave evidence that the reaction 

takes place irreversibly at snail space times (at high temperatures 

and low pressures). 

Thus the mechanistic scheme of reaction proposed here is 

C + S *1 cs P + BS 

<-l 
-3 ^3 

B + S 

C + 2S CS2 (coke) 

where C, B, P, and S represent cumene, benzene, propylene, and surface 

sites, respectively. 

The dealkylation reaction takes place by a Langmuir-Hinshelwood 

mechanism having as the rate limiting step the cleavage of a C-C bond 

(rapid H-D exchange) eliminates the breaking of C-H bonds as the limit¬ 

ing step). The desorption of the products should be fast. 

So, 

 k2 KCu pCu  

(1 + KGu PCu + ^z PBz + *Pr PPr} 

The deactivation reaction follows a process of the Hinshelwood 

type where two sites are eliminated in each deactivating event or the 

poison adsorbs on two sites. 

= k4 0
2 - k_4 (1-0)

2 

rate = Jo, 0QU = 

rate (deact.) 



V. SUMMARY 

In the study of the catalytic cracking of iso-propyl benzene over a 

silica-alumina catalyst, Houdry M-46, in a microcatalytic reactor using 

the pulse technique, we obtained the following results: 

1. The catalyst suffers a period of initial deactivation. This 

initial deactivation was found to be first order with respect to the 

initial activity. 

2. The deactivation pattern of this catalyst allowed us to propose 

a Hinshelwood mechanism where two active sites are lost per deactivating 

event or adsorption of the poison occurs on two sites. We found that 

cumene is the precursor of the poisoning. 

3. We found no conclusive evidence that impurities in the reactant 

cumene could be responsible for the deactivation of the catalyst. 

4. The dealkylation reaction follows first order kinetics with 

respect to reactant cumene with a true activation energy being E^iUc = 

21.4 kcal mole--*-. 

5. The reaction occurs irreversibly at high temperatures and low 

pressures. 

6. The mechanism of reaction involves the formation of carbonium 

ions by the addition of a proton from a Brdnsted acid site on the sur¬ 

face of the catalyst to the ring portion of the molecule. 

7. The presence of Lewis acid sites can explain the formation of 

secondary products. 

8. The kinetic scheme for the dealkylation reaction is expressed 

by a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism where the adsorption of reactant is 

on a single site and the adsorption of products is negligible. 

107 
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9. An upper limit for the number of active sites (Brvfristed) has 

been set by means of H-D exchange experiments, namely, 1.8 x 10^ 

sites/m^. 

10. The H-D exchange experiments demonstrated that the hydrocarbon 

C-H bonds as well as the catalyst-H bonds are very labile, and exchange 

occurs to statistical scrambling at the temperatures used for the crack¬ 

ing. This fact indicates that the C-H bond cleavage is not the rate 

limiting step and eliminates the possibility of a kinetic isotope effect 

from this source. 
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APPENDIX I 

Prediction of the Total Number of Deuterium Atoms Exchanged 

as a Function of the Pulse Number (37). 

Consider the isothermal H-D exchange reaction of a hydrocarbon with 

a catalyst surface. Let us assume that at a time interval equal to the 

contact time N molecules of the hydrocarbon are allowed to achieve 
HC 

equilibrium with the- catalyst. Four different types of interactions 

between the hydrocarbon molecules and the surface can be described: 

Hydrocarbon Surface 

1 H « ► D 

2 H * »• H 

3 D ■* *- D 

4 D •* *• H 

Let us assume that these interactions are proportional to the num¬ 

ber of the relevant species on the surface and in the gas phase, i.e., 

the molecules cannot distinguish between H and D atoms. We note that 

interactions of the types 2 and 3 produce no net change in the molecule 

nor in the surface whereas in the steady state the rates of the inter¬ 

actions 1 and 4 must be equal. Thus, if we denote 

9 as the number of D atoms per hydrocarbon molecule, 

(n-0) as the number of H atoms per hydrocarbon molecule, 

N as the total number of interactions or exchanges, and 

F as the fraction of deuterated surface and knowing that the 

rate of H exchange should be equal to the rate of D exchange, we have 
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(n - 

rH = 
N (n - 0) F 

rD = N 6 (1 - F) 

= rD 

9)F = 0 (1 - F) 

0 = nF (1) 

Now, let us define 

D = number of D atoms on the surface 
s 

D = number of D atoms in the gas phase 
g 

£ = total number of sites on the surface available for 
00 

H-D exchange. 

In view of these definitions, we have 

D 
g 

N 6 
HC V 

(2) 

F = DJZœ 
S 00 (3) 

Now substituting (2) and (3) into (1) we obtain 

9 ^HC D 
g 

(4) 

So far we have assumed that a hydrocarbon molecule or pulse has 

been allowed to interact with the catalyst surface and to attain equili¬ 

brium. This pulse will be swept away and a new one will be added. For 

each new pulse we have nN^, deuterium atoms injected. The mass balance 

equation for a given pulse is given by 

• • « . 

D„ + D3 = nN + D:_1 (5) 
g s HC s 

where the superscripts refer to pulse number. 
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Thus, substituting (4) in (5) and defining 0 = 
nN, 
HC 

0£ + D^-1 

D: = —“ §L_ 
s (1+0) 

Let us suppose that initially a certain amount of deuterium is pres¬ 

ent on the surface of the catalyst and that it is given by 

Do = s 0 E S 00 (s = 0, for a deuterium free 
surface). 

then, the amount of deuterium on the surface after each new pulse added 

is 

T 0 Z + s 0 Z« 0 Z (1+s) 

<1 + 0) (1+0) 

0 L 
feza+sTI 

+ L(i+0)J 0 ZOT j^(l+0) + 1 + 

(1+0) (l + 0)2 

0 Zjd+0)2 + (1+0) + 1 + s] 

(1 + 0)3 

by induction 

_PN 
ez„ 

(1 + 0) PN 

PN-i r 
s + Z (1 +0) 

i=0 

PN-1 
The term Z (1 + 0)1 represents the sum of the n terms of a geo- 

i=° 
metric progression of common ratio r = (1 + 0) with first term a^ = 1 

and nth term an = (1 + 0)^~^. For such geometric progression the sum 

of the n terms is given by 

n . . QNPN 

n *1 1- 

1 - (1 + 9) 
1 - (1 + 0) 
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Therefore, 

9 So 

(1 + 0) PN 
1 - (1+0)™ 

s +  
1 - (1+0) 

Defining now Z as the cumulative number of deuterium atoms given 

to the surface 

RJ „ o 
D = S + D° 

91 
Z = 

vPN 
s + 

(1+9 r 
after some algebraic manipulation 

(s0-l) 

1 - (i+0)™~ 

1 - (1+9) 
- s 0 Z„ 

= Z„ 
1 - (1+0) wj 

(1+0) PN 

taking the reciprocal of 

_1_ 
Z 

E- (1+0 )™I- i 

(1-S0) [7 - (1+0 )^_ 

1_ 1 
2 ' 

.PN 

(1”S0) (1-S0) \l- (1+0)™] 

now, expanding (1 + 9) into a Taylor’s series, according to 

ax = 1 + xlna + (x lna)^/2l + (x lna)0/3! + ... 

1.1 
Z " Z 

1 
(1-S0) 

(1-S0) 1 - Cl+PNln(l+0)+ -^™^:j-+9.) }2 +. J 

if PN and 9 are small we can neglect 2nd and higher order terms, so 
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1 
Z 

i_ r i + i i_ 
Zœ (1 - S0) (1 - s0)ln(l+9) PN 

Thus we have that a plot of 1/Z versus 1/PN should be a straight 

line with intercept and slope equal to 

intercept = 

slope = 

(1 - S0) 

(1 - s0)ln(l + 9) 

We note that if we start with a deuterium free surface, s = 0, the 

intercept reduces to 1/Z^, i.e., the reciprocal of the total number of 

sites available for H-D exchange. 



APPENDIX II 

Mathematical Derivation for Coordinates in Figure 36 

Consider the reaction 

A <= 

*2 

Prod 

and assume it to be a) a reversible first order reaction and b) the vol¬ 

ume is kept constant. Its rate will be given by the expression 

dCProd _ 

dt 
f* = c £ = vC _kC 
dt to dt *1CA ™ 

' V<7to-
K7to> - k2CtoX 

= Cto(kl(1-X> - k2X) 

where C. is the initial concentration of reactant A and X is the frac- 
Ao 

tional conversion. 
dC 

At equilibrium = 0 and k^(l - XQ) = k2X0 

^1 
T— = K = — —r■ ; K = K = equilibrium constant. 
■Ko ^ (1 — XQ) C 

Now, plugging this expression into the rate equation 

dX . 

dt 
3^(1 - X) - 

- V 
X 

after rearrangement 

dX _ 

dt 

Xe ~ X 

X 
e 

117 
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integration of which yields 

In 

xe-x 
X. 

or X = X 1 + 

exp 
kxt 

X. 
■e y 

Expanding exp 

kit 

LXe j 

into a series according to 

x x^ . x^ ^1^ , 
e s 1 + X + ÎT 37+ •" > x = 1 

and neglecting terms of second and higher orders, wa have 

X = X. 1 + 

1 + 
kit 

X 

which, after algebraic manipulation, is reduced to 

X = 
W 

xe + kxt 

or in linear form 

_1_ 
X Xe kxt 

Thus a plot of 1/X, reciprocal of the fractional conversion, versus 

1/t, the reciprocal of the contact time, should be a straight line with 

intercept equal to 1/Xe and slope equal to 1/k^. 

If we now return to the cumene cracking reaction and assume it fol¬ 

lows the model outlined above with the equilibrium constant given by 

Equation -52- 

*p Pc 
-52- 
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we can obtain values of this equilibrium constant from the intercept of 

the plot of 1/X^ versus 1/t and a partial pressure of cumene as 

described in the text. Once the equilibrium constant has been calculated 

for every temperature we can make use of the vant Hoff's expression 

dlnK _ AH° 

dT ~ rt2 

to obtain the enthalpy of the reaction H° by plotting InK versus 1/T as 

in Figure 37. 

DATA USED IN AND RESULTS OBTAINED FROM FIGURES 32 TO 37 

T = 325°C = 598 K 

% Conv (+ BZ-14C> ■ Conv (-Bz-14C) 

21.15 0.0000 

38.81 0.1766 

42.57 0.2142 

52.21 0.3106 

54.92 0.3377 

61.54 0.4039 

70.78 0.4963 

71.41 0.5026 

71.21 0.5006 

X = 0.7282 
e ; k-L = 0.3188 

T = 350°C = 623 K 

% Conv (+ Bz-^4C) Conv (_BZ-14C) 

21.15 0.0000 

0.3535 

1/Conv T(W/Q) 1/T 

— 0.00 — 

5.6625 0.72 1.3889 

4.6685 1.00 1.0000 

3.2196 1.60 0.6250 

2.9612 2.00 0.5000 

2.4759 3.00 0.3333 

2.0149 4.00 0.2500 

1.9897 5.00 0.2000 

1.9976 6.00 0.1667 

Keq = 
9.75 x 10“2 atm. 

1/Conv T(W/Q) 1/T 

  0.00   

2.8289 56.50 1.00 1.0000 
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% Conv C+Bz-^C) Conv (_BZ-14C) 1/Conv TCW/Q) 1/T 

60.74 0.3959 2.5259 1.20 0.8333 

70.56 0.4941 2.0239 1.60 0.6250 

71.69 0.5054 1.9786 2:00 0.5000 

76.13 0.5498 1.8188 2.40 0.4167 

78.00 0.5368 1.8629 2.60 0.3846 

76.12 0.5497 1.8192 2.80 0.3571 

78.00 0.5685 1.7590 3.00 0.3333 

81.71 0.6056 1.6513 4.00 0.2500 

X = 0.8131 
e 

5 ki 
= 0.6528 v*

 •
 II 1.77 x 10_1 atm. 

T = 375°C = 648 K 
- 

% Conv (+Bz--^C) Conv (-BZ-14C) 1/Conv TCW/Q) 1/T 

21.15 0.0000 — 0.00 — 

70.25 0.4910 2.0367 1.00 1.0000 

75.63 0.5448 1.8355 1.20 0.8333 

83.55 0.6240 1.6026 1.60 0.6250 

88.32 0.6717 1.4888 2.40 0.4167 

91.58 0.7043 1.4198 2.80 0.3571 

91.65 0.7050 1.4184 4.00 0.2500 

X = 0.8745 
e 5 kl = 1.1840 ; K = eq 3.05 x ÎO”1 aim. 

T = 400°C = 673 K 

% Conv C+Bz-^C) Conv (-Bz-^C) 1/Conv 

21.15 0.0000   

62.95 0.4180 2.3923 

0.4605 2.1716 

T(W/Q) 1/T 

0.00   

0.60 1.6667 

67.20 0.80 1.2500 
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% Conv (+Bz-^4C) Conv (-Bz-14C) 1/Conv T(W/Q) 1/T 

76.16 0.5501 1.8179 1.00 1.0000 

82.63 0.6148 1.6265 1.60 0.6250 

88.38 0.6723 1.4874 2.00 0.5000 

92.61 0.7146 1.3994 3.00 0.3333 

94.45 0.7330 1.3643 4.00 0.2500 

X = 0.8744 
e 

; kx = 1.3223 ; K = 
eq 

3.04 x 10”1 atm. 

LINEAR FITTING FOR THE AH° DETERMINATION 

-In K 
sq 

1/T x 103, °K-1 

2.3274 1.6722 

1.7323 1.6051 

1.1885 1.5432 

Intercept: 12.435 

Slope: -8,827.2 

Correlation coefficient, r^ = -0.999996 



APPENDIX III 

Determination of Initial Slope in Deactivation 

Plot in Figure 5_ 

A. Approximation Method 

T, °C - dX/dPN In C-dX/dPN) In X 
o 

254 0.00900 -4.7105 0.165 -1.802 

275 0.01700 -4.0745 0.325 -1.124 

303 0.02650 -3.6306 0.405 -0.904 

349 0.02620 -3.6420 0.475 -0.744 

Linear regression fitting: 

Intercept : -2.7879 

Slope: 1 .07263 

r2: 0.9832 

Limiting Secant Method 

T, °C - dX/dPN ln(-dX/dPN) 
*o 

lnX0 

254 0.01125 -4.4874 0.165 -1.802 

275 0.01896 -3.9660 0.325 -1.124 

303 0.02500 -3.6889 0.405 -0.904 

349 0.02600 -3.6497 0.475 -0.744 

Linear regression fitting: 

Intercept: -3.0058 

Slope: 0.82389 

r2: 0.99338 

Average slope: n = 0.94826; standard deviation = 0 

Order of Decay, n = 0.95 ± 0.18 

.1759 
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